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An examination of ba.cterial strain~ from the pelagic 
·and epibentlii:c regions ~rom the water columftn the 
. . ' . 
Northwest_ern Atlantic Ocean near N"ewfoundland was made. 
.. _Ninety-one strains were recovered from .the pelagic and . 
. 
epib~ntliic_ regions and t·ested ··for 13·5. binary character a. · 
' , 
.. _Using . numerical analysis, .. clust.ers ~of relate.d . strains were 
-- ( ' . . . . . . . 
ide.htifie'd __ ._and. ·.the ch~racter.istics ·of tpe clusters .. 
. . . ·. ' . 
determined. Pelagic strains were mainly fermen.tative and, 
' , .~ r , , " ' · . •' • t --.;~ . ." . 




mostly oxi'dati~e.-- Identification ·was achieved wi.th .-the aid·---------,'" 
' l . • • • • ... . . -~ ..... 
of . type and re'ference cultures. Fermentative bacte.ria were · 
t' ' 
tentatively identified as members of the genus Yibrio 
t ., • • • ' • ., •• • 
'al thaugh some speci~s of · 'Aeromonas were present.' 
Nonfermentative strains wete ·identified_ as Alteromonaa, .. 
... ... . -· --- - .. ..... -·-· ... - ---- ---
' ' I .. . Fiavobacteriu~ - and Pseudo~orta~. Although di!ect parallel s . ~ ' ' ..: - ' 
. -
could not be drawn, the · bactetia . isola~ed ~~r this region · · · . 
. . . . . . 
... · .. \ 
rnos_t · close~y · resembled ·populations. des~ribed for ~faska, New 
~ . 
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Introduction 
1. Ecological aspects of marine bacte~iology • 
Oligotrophic_ and heterotrophic bacteria are commonly 
found in the· mar irie envi'ronment. \Oligotrophic bacteria 
predominate . regions of the ocean that have li.ttle or no 
. ·' . dissolved carbon and they usually exist in a free-living 
, . 
stat~ ·regardless ' of the · presence . of particulate OJ;"~anic . 
I ' 
" rna tter. Heterot;rophs,, on the other hand, reside in areas . of 
high concentrations of dissolved or ~a~tiaulate carbon and 
. ,. I 
are usually in an attached st.a.te : CAkagi ~ Al·, 19.777 · Ji'ukami 
.et. ll· '1983.) • 
. 
Investigations into ·taxonomi"c representatives of . 
--Oligotrophic pacteria in the water column are few in number. 
·- These bacteria · are difficult to isolate and cultivate 
.. 
-(Kuznetsov. ~ aL.,l979). Numerical tax~nomic .studies of 
marine ~eterotrophs have been more common because these 
, I 
bacteria ar~· . r.~.~dily isolated on a high nutrient source. 
q 
This group of bact~ria readily becomes attached, [apidly 
4 - • 
met~boliz.es. and repro?uces, and is relatfvely easy to 
mainta~n (Horowitz~ 4l-rl983). Oligotrophic bacteria can 
be is~lat~d 0~ media containi~g 1 to, 15 m.~ carbon per .litre 
. (Kuzn8lsov it a1., ~979) and heterotrophs are ~~all~ 
'isolated on ·media · c~ntaini~g 2g or 'more of . carbon per .litre 












· · / 
... 
• 
'' · ·. "' . 
' -2-, 
that both the specific nutrients available and their 
·concentratio-ns can determine which organisms will multiply 
in a particular environment. 
\ 
Several numerical taxonomic studies have dealt .with 
heterotrop~ic bacteria -isolated from the marine envlronment. 
One of the first numerical taxonomic studies of the 
heterotrophic.bacterial flora of the wate~ column was ,done 
by Pfister and Burkholder (1965). Morphological, 
. 
physiologi~a~ and -biochemical tests snowed that 
. ~ ·--
- -_ clas~'ification of organisms w~~ possible using standard 
comptiter programs • . Of 9 phenic clusters ·ob_tained, 5 
i 
clusters were tentatively identified· as pseudomona"ds with 
\ 
different degrees of similarity. Although o~e cluster was 
unidentifiable, Achromobacter and Flavobacterium were 
tentatively identified as well as species from the Famil y 
Microc6ccad~ae. 
Quigley and Colwell (1968) iQvestigated bacteria 
. isolated from the water ·co1umn in the Pacific ocean. Using 
numerical taxonomy, they observed five distinct ~henetic 
c~usters and 'were able to identify species of the genus 
l 
Pseudomonas a~d Aeromon~s. Their study show~d that bacteria 
isolated from the -deep-sea mud-water interface a~d those of 
• tbt ·sea water were distinctly different. 
Singleton and Skerinan ( 1973 > compared 155 strains·-of. 
ma~ine bact~ria, . from d~pths of 50 to ~000 m, with 36 







the continental slope of New Zealand. Seven principle 
clusters resulted from numerical an~lyses~ Cluster I, which 
consisted of bacteria isoiated from ·so and 1000 m, was 
identified as ~oraxella. Clusters II and IIt were .comprised· 
of strains isolated from 50, 500 and 1000 m and ~ere 
identified as Vibrjo. Clusters IV and v, recovered from 50 
. 
and 1000 m respectively, were identified·as Pseudomonas. 
Clusters IV and V were identified as Vibrio fispher-1 and 
fhotobacter i urn phosphoreum. Their results .demonst.rated that 
---- .. ' 1: ... . 
: Photobacterium pho~phcireu\n existed in both the .~ater column \ 
and the lumine;scence organs ·of de~p-sea fish.. 1 
, 
. I . Kaneko ~ Ql. (1979) s~owed that the dominant bacteria 
in the . B~'aufort Sea were d.{ffere.nt ~rom ~acter ia is·o~ated in 
...... '\' ! -
temperate waters.- Orange-pig~en\ed . Flayobacter~um. (or . 
Cytophaga) predominated the surface waters in the Beaufort 
Sea. Using numer,ical taxonomy they tentatively. identtfied 
groups of the genus Mjcrocyclus, Vibrio, Pseudomonas, 
- __. 
Arthrobacter and Acinetobacter. 
.. . 
Austin ~ al. (1979) investigated marine bacteria from 
, 
·tw~ geographicallY' different eatuar ies. Bacteria from each 
. ' 
. estuary__clusteied differently. Strains. froin Chesapeake Bay :;. 
were ten~atively identi~ied as Acinetobacter-Moraxellai 
. -·. 
Caulobacter~ coryneforms, Pseudomonas· and Vibrio while 
Acinetobacter-Moraxella and · ~aulobacter predominated the 
water· column samples from Tokyo Bay.· 
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Northeastern and Northwe~;Jtern Gulfs of Alaska. ·Using 
numerical taxonomy they tentativeiy identified strains 
belonging to the genus Vibtio, Flavobacterium, Bacillus, 
.( 
. ' 
Pseudomonas and Moraxella-Acinetobacter in the Northeastern 
Gulf. Vibrio, Flavobacterium, Microcyclus ' and 
Chromobacterium were tentatively i~entif~ed from the 
No.rthwestern G1,1lf of .Alaska. Their study showed that most 
strains tended .~o cluster with strains of si~ila~ region~l 
'.'\, . . ~ 
origin.. ·They attributed this disparity to r,egionitl 
diff~ren'ces i~ ·nutrient \availability in the water polumn. 
. \. . . . . 
Bacterial flo~~ of the seaweed ·Alaria escuienta and the· 
. . 
giant scallop Pla~opecten magellanielljf isolated near . ~e . 
. coast of Newfoundland was investiga.ted by Hollohan c i982 > • 
Six major clusters of fermentative str~ins we~~·identified 
belonging to the genus Vibrio~ Although one cluster of .the 
,- fe~mentative strains contained the type strain Vibrio 
. 
anguillarum. biotype II, the other clusters could not be 
identlfied beyond the genus ~evel. Of the oxidative strains 
recovered, Hollohan· C 19B2) described strains that were 
' similar, to Pseudomonas marina and Alteromonas haloplanktis 
on · a phen·otypic and genetic basis. He_ described strains of 
the genus · Alteromonas and ;eseudOmona.a ·which could not be. 
identified~~yond the genus level. These unidentifie~ 
\ . 
cius.ters ~ay represent tindescribed species. • I 
In summary ·, the fc;»llowirig ·genera have been identified 
0 
in the mari·ne environment using numerical taxonomic 







' . l .. 
J . : 
-s-
analyses: Aeromonas, Vibrio, Pbotoba·cterium, Pseudomonas, 
Achromobacter, Flayobacterium, - Cytophaga,Alterrimonas, 
. ' 
A:i::::::er-::~:::~1.1'• ~rthrobacter, , caulobA"ter, 
uM.-iJo<.£ .... ~loUC£•'t~-.... i wY.w.~r Bg,£1l.ly~, _and Chromobacterium. 
• 
2. Taxonomic aspects of .marine bacteriology • 
. ,.,..·, 
Currently accepted determinative ·schemes for the 
.. -
identification of s~veral ~enera of marine bacteria·~r~ 
·· based on t~e work in1ta~ed by· Baumann m.,._ al.. ~1971) .and 
' . 
Baumann ·.e.t. aJ... C1972>. Baumann .e.t. til,. (1971) .investigated · 
fermentative bacteria of mar.ine ·9rigin •. . Based on bacterial 
' . ~. 
tests largely from Stanier . .e.t. .al.·· <1966) ·and using ·numerical 
·cluptering methods, ·6 groups of Vibrio· sp • . · and one group 
_designated as Photobacterium fischer! were described., Due 
•' 
to the ambiguity of the description of the .genus Vibr~o, 
. . • . 
they . proposed the genus Beneckea to describe those 
f~rmentative . bacteri~.which _ req~ired sodium-ions, were~of 
marine origin and \lter .. e preyiously_ described s · Vibrio. T~o 
· previo~sly described V~brio were designated ~~kA~ 
alginoly_tica and· ~ natrfegens while.four 
~dded t.~ ~e genus Beneckea, namely_; B..&. 
.. 
were · 
neptuna, ~ nereida and ~ pelagica. reassignment of 
some of the spe_cies 'of .Vib~io was upheld ~ ugh ~ ~·, 1975) 
but :was again r~-evaluated .<Baumann .e.t. 
generic designation reverted to Yib~io 
... ~ 1. 
the 
of .the genus . 






















In the ninth edition of Bergey's Manual (Krieg, 1984) 
20 species and biovars of the genus Vibrio are recognized. 
All species have ~ definite sodium-ion requirement and have 
I 
been isolated from the marine ~v~ronment. 
Since the w~i ting of the ninth edition, s.everal new . 
.... 
- ... 
species have been re-evaluated orr described. Vibrio 
prdal:it, has been proposed- for Y:--. anguillaruin · biova~ 2. -It 
. ' 
is distinguishable from rL.. ~ anguilla'rum biovar 1. by negatt-ve 
reactions' witli the ·voges-Proskauer test·,. arginine in 
--Moeller's medium, Simmons'. and Christensen • s citrate test, 
. I • • ' 
. ONPG test, amylase, lipase,-_: growth at '37. deg c and fai-lure-.-
to ferment cellobiose, glyce~ol, sorbitol amd trehalose 
(Schiewe .e.t. a.l.. , 1981) •. 
Love .e.t. 41. (1981) proposed ~ damsela for strains 
that had the 
damsel fish. 
abillty to form· ulcers on the epidermis 
1
of the 
Davis et. .. U• ( 1981 > inv-estigated strains · of 
' .-..:._) 
Vibrio isolated- from shellfish, water, human .diarrheal 
stools and ear infections. 
I 
They were able to describe a new 
--sp~cies,1 Y..... 
,-
mimicus, which can be diffe~entiated from other 
strai'ns by its ina~ili.ty · to 
' ' 
( ' grow on sucrose,. laok of the 
'. 
F I- i extracellular enzyme lipase, negativ~ react~ons w th both · ~ 
' the Voges-Pro!=lkauer test and J<?_;Idan tartrate .. .. reaction, and 
sensithtity to polymyxin. Vibrio hollisae, _a ·species not 
yet rec4vered: £r;,m the marine environment, was isolated £ro~ 
human di'arrheal stools. This s_tr·ain may be' responsible .for 
.· ' t ,;;>. l '· . '
·. 












diarrhea in humans who have eaten raw fish (~ickman At 4l., 
1962 >. ll:&. dia;zotropbicu.s was described by Guer inot et. 
.al,. Cl982 > • This species is· dietr ibuted throughout marine 
and estuarine environment an.d th~ gastro-intestinal tracts 
. 
' · 
of marine animals. This specie? is ·clearly different fr9~· 
• other sPecies of Vibrio ip it's. abi~,it!y to fix. nitrog~ by .a_ .. 
nitrogena.se enzyme. Vi~...;Lo orientall~ was isolated off the 
- .. 
coast of China· (Yang .et. .al.., 1983) • Unlike other vibr ios, 
it -is unique' .in its ability to luminesce, accumulate·· . 
pcily-/l.. .:.hyd~fl~ybu~y·~ate . as : an -~ntrac-~llu.l~r ~eserve pr·~~uct 
. ' . . '\. . . . . . . . . 
and · utilize DL-:-~ -hydro_xybutyrate, pQtrescine .. and ' ~perm~~e . . 
. . . . . ' . ~ 
as qarbon -sources~ Tison and .Sr:tei·dle'r ·· (19~3) p~oposed · the 
mime yibr1o aestuarinus · for vibrios having arginine 
. . . 
' . 
dihydrolase abt~vit.y, negative Vog~s-Pros~a~er. 'test arid 
··\ fermentation of sucrose and lactose. Thi·s species was . 
isolated from shellfish in estuarine environments. 
Baumann ~ a1. Cl972) also investigated. · · 
.' 
non-fermentative marine bacteria. Based on a wide variety 
of morphological, physiological and nutritional cha~;acte.rs 
they were able to identify 22 gr~ups on the basis of 
. - . 
. phenot~pic similarities. Peritricbously flagellated groups 
with a molecular DNA % G + c · values of 53.7 to 67.8 were · ·. 
' . 
( 
assigned to the genus Alcaligenes. Polar flagellated gro~ps 
were assigned to ei th·er · the· genus A~termona·s <mol DNA .\ G .+ 
,· 
I . \ 
C 43.2 to 48.0) or Pseudomonas (mol DNA·% G + C 57.8. to. 
64.7>. Four sp~cies were assigned to the gen~s AlteromOnos 
__ .... 
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. CA... communis, A.. .lla.Wlr &.. macleodii and &.. 
---
~ -
JVAkinopraesens), three species to the genus Pseudomonas· (f... 
doudoroffi, ~ marina, _ and ~ nautica) and four ~pecies to 
. ' 
the ge~us Alcaligenes (~ pacificus~ A... cupidus, A.. 
·venustus ana A... . aestus). 
Studies on evolutionary relationships based on 




Alcaligenes ' aeustus, '.fu.. 'pacif~cus, A&. cUpjduS, ·&._ · 
.· yen~~tus an~se~~onas _ martna were ·.derived fro~• _ . 
. fluo~es~_erit,. pseudomonad~ • .. Consequently Baumann ·~ 
.u~ . Cl98~) p'roposed that :these alcaligenes · and - ps~u~oino~ads 
be placed .. in'. a newly crea'ted genus . n·eleya·. Deleya ~ are :. . 
. - -
. charactetized '1 by .t}le_followin.g_ criteriaJ accumulation 'of 
.... . 
poly~[{ ..:.hydr~xybutyrate CPHBL as ! _~n intracellular reserve 
I . 
product, growt~ . at 20 and 3~deg \~--~· _:nd utilization ·_of 
D-glucose,'acet~te, ~ropibnate, ~uccinate, fumara~e, 
'I . 41" 
. . 
Dl-& -hydroxybutyrate, DL-lactate, pyruvate, ~lycerol, 
. . . . 
L- f:<-alanine, D-e:( - alanine, L-glutamate and proline. With 
.. 
th& exception of~ marina, all species of D~~ya are · 
perftrichously flagellated. 
\ Studies of rRNA homologies also spowed. that strain G~l 
. . 
CA~CC 27.130), which previous!¥ was· not assigned --to 
. '\ 
Pseudom_onas because of :J.ow· mol DNA % G + t values, was in 
fact the same evolutionary linkage · as· E.._ nautica ao·a ~ 
~ ' . . 
doudoroffi. Ther-efore this ·strain was assigned the ifame i._ 
' . -
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I ~enitrifying marine strain Pseudomonap 
I 
' Based on phenotype, iro~~containing superoxide 
dismutase(Fe-SOD> and glutamine syn~hetase( s> sequences he 
"-.....___ • . I . 
-----
concluded that ' this-species was also part 
lineage as ~ stanieri. 
the same . 
-· ... -
The marine species Pseudomonas 1u.~~~~~ 
I 
produced a 
black or brown 'pigment, had a mol D~A % G 
phenotypic prop_erties 'of Alteromonas\. On 
ch;ora~te~istics. anli the simi;rlties\ obse.r 
·Fe-SOD 9~smu~ases, this species was desi~ 
nilitUB.c,~enp (B;tulllann .et ~.,1984!. J\ . ·. 
/ Further reassignment· of Alterom_nas 
I 
and .DNA hybridization · studies excluded~ 
. I 
~ ' ~ ·from the· ·genus. Van ·Landschoot 1and D 
, ,) ' • j 
~nd gen~·ral 
bas·is of these 
in GS and 
ted Alteromonas 
. __,--




reassigned these species to the genus 1 u.w~~wu.w.w..a Bowditch 
~ Ql. (1984) showed that ~ commie _ ~ we.re more 
related to tPe g~nus Oceanospirillum based on Fe-SOD and GS 
( 
. 
reactions.. .Groups ij...;f and I-1, originaily desc.ibed in 
Baumann~· .a+· (1972),. wer~ assigned.~s ~ kriegii and !l... 
. . jannaschii respectively. 
Recent determinative schemes are avai able· for other ·· 
genera of ·aqua ti:c b~cter ia such as 
Cytopha·ga, A-lteromonas, Moraxella, and . 
. . 
Aetomonas (Berg~y'~ Manual of .Systematic. cteriology, 
. ---
. •· 1904). ~one of the strain~ in ·these gener teq~ire 
















from marine pseuaomonads, alteromonads and vibrios oh this 
oasis. Flavobacterium strains are aerobic, non-mQbi~ 
usually orange pigmented and hav~ a mol DNA % G + C of 31 to 
~ . ------· 42. 'l'ftey can be differentia.ted froin Cytophaga wh~ch shows 
gliding· motility (Holmes .e.t. a1.., 1984). Moraxella. and 
) 
Acinetobacter b~long to the family Neisseriac~ae. Their 
growth temperatur~ optima are ~etween 3~to 36 deg c, 
/ 
although there ~re ·~ome psychrophi~ic strains of • 
Acinetobacter (Bovre, 1984). Most strain~ are :parasitic i-n 
• ·• ' J 
warm . bl·oode..d hosts, again ·wi.th the ·exception of .. some strains : . . 
., of_ Acine.tObacte.r. Acinetobac~e:t is strictly aerobic. 
' . . . 
. Aeromonas -and. Vibrio both -belong to the family Vihriqnaceae 
\ . . 
·<Baumann and Schubert, 1984~. The prim~y critet:ia ·by ~hich . 
these t~o ~era can be <.Ufferentiated are mol DNA . %· G _+ c 
'and sodium-ion requiremen·t. Vibri~ has a m~l DNA i G· + t of 
' 
·"'-Ja to ;51, wh~le · ~~romonas h~oJ,:e .% G + C of 57 to 63 • 
. 
Vibrio also requires sodium-ions for growth, while Aeromonas 
,. 
' 
does not. lA 
..-.., 
3. Theoret_!:_cal aspect's of numerical taxonomy. 
' . 
Numerical taxonomy· was defined by Sneath . an" SQkal 
(1973) as •the grouping by num~rical methods of taxonomic 
units into taxa on· the basis of their·character states• and 
is . based on the pr.ino~ples prqposed by Michel Adanson. · The . 












.-. ...... .. -... ;;• 
... 
., ------ . -11-
i) Maximum imformation content should. be obtained for 
all taxonomic units (strains} • 
il) All cha.racter izati on tests sho~ld have equal 
<. \ 
weight. 
i"ri~) · ·.Taxa ·~uld be defined on the basis of· overall 
.. n::,;:_ ', 
. ~:.~ 
similarity accord~to toe results of the analyses (Colwell 
. ' 
and Austin, 1981> • 
.. \.' 
..:. 
' Similarity among all possible . pairs of .strains in tP-e .. · 
data matrix can be determined using· a simple matching- · 
coefficient or similarity ratio~ The difference between 
these measures is b~st explained when referring to a · 2·X 2 









The letter A refers to the nuJilber of tests which scor~d -
positiv~_ in bot:,h OTU· and the. letter D .refers to the number· 
of tests which scored negative in both OTU. The letter B 
refers to the number of· te~ts which scored positive. ·for OTU . 
X but . ne~ative for OTU Y. The ·letter C, on the other hand, 
I . 
. . 
refers tQ the number of tests_yhich bcored negative for OTU 
~ but posit;ive for OTU Y •. The sum of A, a, c an~ D equals 
the number of binary' tests used in ·the st~udy. Simple 
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' ' ; , 
S = A~+ D I A + B + C + D 
-






Simple .mat~~_ing an¢1 Jaccard. coe~ient, .differ £~om one 
another in that the .. for~er takef?J . into consi·der,ation. both 
~ositive 
negative 
and 'negative_ match·ea, while 
• IJ ~ • '~ - ~. • t ' 
mat~hes (Wi~h.rt,l978) • . 
.,. 
' <I I \ 
the latter· i-gnores · 
b 
/) 
· ; Dissi~ilarity is'measured by comparing ·the number of 
C.:> • -~ ~ 
tests pre sen~ iri OTU x' but' absent in OTU Y . (B) , with the 
f number of tests pr.esent in OTU Y that are absent in O'l'U X 
(C), over the numbe·r of tests · (Wj,sha·rt,l978) ·. bissimilar'it;,y 
-1' 
is a distance measure and may be _computed in sev~ral 
different ~ays. Eucli'dean distance is used in this study, 
and is _expressed as: 
\ . 
d(X,Y) = B + C ·/ A+ B + C + D 
•' 
' . 
r - Bal_l, G ... H-=-n66 .. . A · c~~parlf?Orl •of aome cluster· seeking 
techniques. Stanford ~es : Inst. Calif. 
g 
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Thist;~asure · 01 ; . where d is the di~tance between OTU X and Y • 
is based on the Pythago~ean ~eometry and therefore conforms 
. . . . __ ...;... .. 
- -~0 the followin~ conditions: 
' 
·' 
i) d(X,Y>..). ..Q; '1idCX,Y)=Q. then X=Y 
iJ) d(X,Y)=d(Y,X) 
. ,, 
. . ~ 
..iii) d(X,Z) + d(Y, -Z) > d(X,Y)' 
. ~ . ~ 
wh~re z refer~ to OTU z ~Sneath and Sakal, 197'3) • 
.. 
on~e Jtteasures ·or similar.i ty_ ,or di.ssim~lar i ty are 
. . ~ 
determ~n~d, strains ~ith 'lik~' qu~lities ~ap . be gtouped ·: 
tqgeth,er using qluste,r ing techniques. The ob.j ect of clus.ter 
. \ . 
. ' ~ .. 
a·nalyses· is to 'reorganize OTU with simflar characteristics . 
so that they have a high degree of. association .with !Jne . 
. . 
~ ~ I • ..... t , 
another, while OTU with· dissimilar characteristics have- a 
.. 
!"ow degree of association. Clu'steiing ~f OTU cal\, be done in 
• 'l 
a num,ber of ways and is .dependent · ~rt the si~ila\ity or . .., · 
. · ~ 
dissimilarity value used. Each techniq';le ·defines dist.ance · 
. ' 
or dissimit rity between·OTU anobgroups of OTU in . a 
Hierarchical cluste~ing . is most commonly used in 
numerical t~X.ODO]nY and consfs,ts of twp methods~ -~ . 
agslomerative and divisive. Agglomerative techniques 
. ' •. 
_. .. 
perform ~series of suc~essive.f~sions of N .entities ~nto 
. . 
• group~. That is, this method reduc~s · d~ta --~oa single ... 
• • - • h .. 
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----- - ,. 
p~rtitions the entire set of data into N groups each 
· con_taining a single entity (Eve_rft't, 198p>. 
j 
~ In this s~udy ~eyeral agglomer~tive methods were used, 
. namely: single linkage, average linkage and Ward's method • 
. 
sln~le linkage or nearest neighbour can be used for both 
- . L similarity and dissimilarity measures. Groups ipitially 
1 
consisting of · sin9t~~iriQividuals are fused according to the 
~ . I . 
dist;rice or simil.ari ty be;ween nearest members. ·Groups with 
f> .. • • ' • • 
. ' :th'e' smalle'st dis~a.~ce or hi.ghest . . similarity are fuS1!d and as 
" ' "' .l • • ' 
. ·:: .a .. · a c.orisequence '· this de<;:reases the number "of ~xistinq. ~oups. 
· rr,he · .dis~d~a~-~a:ge. ·~f -t~i.s ~¢th~d is· . th9 ten~enc; to .. Ch'liin . OTU ' 
. . ~ • I ~ • . - , . . . 
.. . 
_. , 
·. , . . ~ . • . . ' • i . . ' . ~ 
. . ~ .· together · rath_~·r · th~n iriitiat_e\ new. clusters (Everitt, 1980). 
.. . ' . . 
.... . • · 0 
I • _...,_.,.,.- ' ~ .. • • . • . ... 
· ' · Averag~ linkag.e .,defines the dist,nce or simila~ i ty . among 
: ', , ' H I • , ' 
·groups as·· the ~ve_r~~e of ·the distan~es betwee"r all pair~ of 
._ 
~ 
. . OTU in . the group and fuses those ha:ving similar values, A 
.,. • .L • l . 









.. ·. .... 
~ . . 
.,, 
• 
' ' . 
..... 
ti. :. 
• ' ' f ~'-'i ' ' ~ v . . 
( . ~: dist·ance vcilues and cluste.rs OTU so that the nuc],eus. of each 
. . 
'cluster repr~sents an OTU common to all other strains with i n , 
. 
the ciuster. At eAch step of the analysis~ union of every 
-~ . I . \ ' • ~ .. ~, . 
possible pair ,.of clusters is considered and the two p lusters 
' whose f'usi~n resul ~s in the rninimi.um• incr,ea~e in the errors 
Sum of SCJUares are 'combined • 
.. 
··--
.. . R~,locate clus~ering is defin'ed .. by Everitt ;qgao>, as · a 
~UvlsiV-e forllf of · hierarchi_al clustering. Initially a l l 
. :· . .. " 
. " strtdns ar.e assigned to .one of theN clusters (depen9j.ng on 
'' - ' :.. •t' • I I " ' ,. 
.J;he ord~r ·· in the. data matrix) •. ··:Ea~·~ . strain is then .compar-ed 
.  
• A ~ '\{'!" . -~ ' ·-
l 
,, \'' 1, ~~ 
' 












to other strai~s within its assigne~ cluster. If a strai~ 
becomes more similar to anothJr cluster during a relocate 
scan, the strain is?transferred and an iteration takes 
.... . 
place. That is, the entire'cluster is re-evaluated until 
all clusters become stable.,Wish~rt, 1980). 
,, . . 
Density search clustering is used with . similarity 
values •. ~- method calc~lates the density of space in the 
(" 
immediate vicinity of each individual. Small density vafues 
I 
represent~&~i~ns of high density an~ v~ce versa • 
. 
'Individuals are f?Or-ted so that the least dense values become 
' 
· the first clus~r" n~clei. ou·r ing each ~ycle the radius of · 
I 
th_e ciust'er surrounding th'e . nucl~us is_ increase<I to · ~he ne~t 
.. 
.' ' density' value. If the new density value exceeds the radius 
distance, a new cluster "is. initated. How·ever, ·if the value 
--- ' is within ... 1~e .radlu~ di~t.'\nce, .the strain joins fhe cluster. 
If the s.train is wi th.in the r'adius distance of several . 
'· . 
clusters, all clusters join to _ becom~ one <Wishart, _l980). 
( Most cluster oanaly,ses can be represented in the form of 
)w.o. dimensional dia-grame which illustrate ,the fusion or 
division which· has o~curred during various stages of the 
. . f • 
analysi~. These. a~e ~nown as dendrograms (Everitt, 1980). 
.. . . " 
Computerized output sbowi~g cha.racter istics of the clusters · 
, 
at different levels of similar i 'ty or dissimilarity als9 
. . 
assist in the interptetatipn of dendrograms. Ideally the 
. invest~gator shQuld 'designate groups ' of OTU as clusters ,at a 
. -·'. ) ., 
. . 




groups of OTU on the basis of unique characteristics 
posessed by groups. This similarity or dissimilarity value 
is made at the discretion bf the investigator. 
Several clustering analyses should be performed in 
order to'access the robustness of the clusters. It is an 
indication of a robust classification if a similar 
classi~ic~tion scheme is achieved using several different 
. -~ . 
methods (Wishart, 197 jil. . OTU which do not group with similar 
OTU using different \numer it:al analyses. should be . regarded as 
. outliers or vagrant OTU. In genera'!, · th_~f!e. OTU are members 





Vagrant OTU may also b~ a ind~cation of incorrect or 
insufficient characterization _(Everitt, 1980). 
4. Objectives of the pre·s~nt ~tudy 
. 
. 
Th~ focus of this study was to characterize bacteria 
~ . 
from- the water of the. Northwest Atlantic Ocean near 
Newfoundland and determine characteristics of representative 
groups using numerical taxonomic techniques. It was of 
interest to determine similarities anq di~ferences between 
pelagic bacteria isolated from the open water and epibenthic 
bacteria isolated from the sediment. It was also of 
. , 
interest ~o . compare key ~epresentative strains from the 
... study of Hollohan· <1982), to determine if pelagic and · 













from the seaweed Alaria esculenta and the giant scallop 













Materials and Methods 




Natural seawater and artifical seawater media were used 
in this study. Also, complex and defined media were-
prepared • 
. · The bacteria were isolat~d using a complex natural 
seawater medium ~escribed by Gow and Mills (1984). It 
con.ta.ined yeast-extract (l% wt/vol), prot.~ose -peptc;me no. 3 · 
CDifco) · Cl% wt/vol) ~nd 75% natural aged seawate~. The 
0 • • 
medium was solidified with Oxoid tec~nical_grade agar .no. 3 I 
.  , \ 
. 
added at· 1.2~ Cwt/vol). This medium w~s called YEPN ~edium • 
some media ··were prepared with buffered artifical 
I . / 
seawater CBASW) • The BASW was p~epared by mix~ng e·qual 
. 
volumes of 2 components· that were prepared at double 
.... 
strength.. The · two components were ~ artifical .seawafer 
(ASW) and a buffered salts solution (BSS). The single 
strength composition of ASW was 3~0mM NaCl, SOmM MgS0~·7H2b, 
10m~ KCl and l.OmM CaCl2•2H20• The single strength 
\ 
composition of BSS was 50mM Tris<hydroxmethyl)methylamine 
(Tris)-hydrochloride Cph 7.5), l.OmM CNH4 >2·HP~4 and 26 M. 
Fe CNH4 >2 CS04 >2• 6H20. The BASW was devised from formulae by 
Baumann · .et Al.. ( 19'71 > and Gow ,et aJ.. < 197-3) • 
. ... 
A yeast-extract, proteose ~ptone medium similar to 

















































seawater. · This ~di~ was designlt~d YE~. 
Luminescence medium (LM) was used to maintain some of . 
the cultures. It consisted of 5%· (wt/vol) yeast-extract, 5\ 
(wt/vol) Bacto-Tryptone (Difco>, 0.3% <vol/vol) glycerol, 
. 
0.1% <wt/vol> CaC03and 1.2% technical grade agar in BASW. 
This medium was similar-to one described by Baumann and · 
Baumann, 1981). 
Another medium that was used to maintain cultures•was a 
· modified Lib X ~edium (MLX) <Griffi~hs et. al,.,-. 1.~74). This 
~ediurn consisted of 1% ·cwt/vol) T~yptica~e CBBL)~ 1% 
(wt/vol) yeast-~xtract, _ O.OJ% <wt/vol) sOdium ~it~ate, o.n3% 
Cwt/voi> sodium glutamate, 0.005%,<wt/vol) NaNO and O.OOli · 
Fe !NH4 l 2 (S04 J2• 6H2o;. These~ ingredients wete a~ded to a;: _/] 
75% <vollVol) natural seawater buffered with SOmM Tria < · 
. . 
• I 
7.5). This medium was solidified with 1.2% technical grade 
agar. 
All of the above roedia· were sterilized by autoclaving 
at 121 deg ·C for 15 minutes. 
.. ~ 
2. Isolation of the strains. 
-~ · 
. I The first if!olation was made from Conce.ption Bay, 
' 0 Newfoundland, Canada (latitude 47 34.4'N, longitude 
D , 
53 1.5'W) in November, 1982. Samples were taken in the 
vicinity of a statio~ (Fig. 1) named station C tPowel·l,· 
1980). T~e s~ati9n was· ne~r the east side of Keil~s island 
c, 
• ... J' 
., 
. ~ ·' 
· ..:.--
I 
" J , 
'J 
• 
F.igure 1. Site ·. of first · and ~second isolation taken 
ln November, . 1982 and. June, '1983. s ·hown 
I ' 
is the province o.f Newfoundland, Canada 
. . . . ' 
•· 
and' th~ approximate location of Station C 
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in a region with sedi~ent on the seabed. Samples were taken 
from open.water (pelagic) and from the surface of the 
sediment Cep_ibenthic). A second isolation from the pelagic 
zo_!l_e..--was '~made in June, 1983. 
One litre water-samples were collected aseptically at 
< 20 and 60 m. A Johnson-Zobell (J-Z) wate~.,ampler (Zobel!, 
19_41) was used to collect pelagic samples from the water 
column. A. 250. ml core sample of sedimen.t was taken' at a 
depth of approximately 61 m. A K. B. design core sampler 
(WILDCO . INSTRUMENTS, .Michigan) ,fitted with a sterile plastic, 
.core tube .wa.s us~d to collect sediment · from whi¢h an 
· .• 
epil:!enthi·t: 'sampl._e WC)S 'obt'cdn~d. 
. ' 
Once the samples were collected they were stored in 
f . .~ 
seawater and ice until the~ were processe·d in the 
laboratory. The time that elapsed between collection and 
plating of the s·amples was less than 6 hr. For pelagic 
·samples, individual colonies were obtained by the spin-plate 
I 
technique. · A recen·t description of this technique was given· 
. 
by Gow and Mills (1984) • Ten pl.ates of YEPN 'medium per 
sample weke inoculat'\d. Th~ epibenthic bacter.ia were 
obtained from sediment contained in the · ster~e plastic 
cylinder bf the co~e sampler. The-top centimeter of 
sediment was removed aseptically ~nd 1 g wet weight was 
--
added to a 99ml dilution blank. This was serially diluted 
CA.P.H .• A. ,1976) and YEPN medium was inoou!'ated by the 
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To obtain the dry, weight of the sed-ime~t, subsamples 
were dried at 105 deg C in ' tared weighing v~ssels until 
constant weight was achieved • 
.,All plates were incubated at 15 deg C and ·observed for 
I 
growth at two ~k~ntervals for a total of !6 weeks. 
from the epibenthic region were numbered an representative 
~ strains were picked by using a table 
~~ 
om .numbers. 
J'? Sifuil.arity colonies derived from ~e. 
diameter of lmrn ·or greater when picked. 
•. 
region's ·had a 
colonies were· 
subcultured onto· MLX medium and incubated f r 2 weeks at 15 
deg C. Cultures were checked for purity by streak-plating 
• 
and then _,were rou'tinely transferred on eith r MLX medium or 
LM medium. Sets of stock cultures were 
slants. After good growth was obtaine6 
with sterile mineral . oi~ until the sloped 
, 
tained on YEPA 
s werce filled 
rtion was 
covered. This increased the stit_~ge life o the stock 
~· cultures. 
t •· 
3. _ Bl~~ry charact~rization tests~ 
\ 
Most characterization tests · were done ollowing 
procedures described in Hollohan (1982}. ose tests which 
were essentially un~hanged ~are mentioned br efly, but tests 
which were revised or modified are mentione in greater 
.. 




. . . . 
.. : 
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detail. Procedures for many of the tests can also be found 
in Colwell and Wiebe (1970), Baumann and Bauman~ {1981) and 
the Manual of Me.thods of· General Bacter iQlogy '(Gerhardt, 
- . 
1981>. For those tests- that required incubatfon, 20 deg C 
was use.d un-less otherwise specified • 
I 
a) Gram reaction. The ' gram reaction was determined usin~~ 
the method suggest~d by Skerman. (1967) and verified by the ·. 
non-staining KOH te-'chnique <Buck, 1982 > • 1 
. 
. 
b) Moti}.i ty. . Twenty-four to f-o_rty~eight hour LM broth 
. . . 
cultures were .examined by · phase .contrast optical !llicroscopy •. 
Mo~ility was considered po~itive only if undisputable 
movement was observed. <Colwell· . and · Wiebe, 197o> ~ 
c) Leifson -MOF (oxidation-fermentation·>· test. Bac~o-MFO 
. . " medium suppl-emented with 1.0'% membrane sterilized glucose .. 
was use to differentiate . oxidative 'and fermentative 
-
bacteria. Fermentation was determined using MFO medium 
. . -t 
overlaid with sterile mineral oil. · Ferm~ntative bacteria 
produced acid in the ·anaerobic test. tubes while oxidative · 
bactet ia pr.od~cea acid . o[)ly in the ae~obic test tubes~ 
Bacteria which did not ptoduce ·acid in either test tube were 
considered MFO negative (Leifson, 1963~. · 
. -
. . 
d) Oxida'se test. Sever~l drops of freshly prepared 
- tetramethyl-paraphenyl-di-aminedihydrochloride in 0.2% 
ascorbic acid were added to a shee~ of Whatman's filter 
I 
paper. A thick inoculum was obtained using a sterile cotton 











development of a blue-purple colour within 60 seconds 
,indicited a positive test (Chruckshank ~ al., 1975). 
. 
e) Argini~e dihydrolase. BASW lacking TRIS-HCl (ph 7.5) 
was prepared with the addition of 1.0% Cwt/vol)_L-arginine, 
.J 
0.1% (wt/vol) proteose _peptone No. 3, 10 mg/1 phenol red 
and 0.2% Cwt/vol) technical agar. A control medium was also 
prepared which consisted of all the above wi-th the exception 
' . 
of L-arginine. The tub~s were incubated and overlaid w~th 
sterile mineral' oil. Cultures were inocubated .four to seven 
days. A po'si ti ve react.! on was noted by· a differenc~ in 
. . 
. l ·. colour . due to an increase in alkalinity in the L-arginine 




f) Denitrification.-- Denitrification .medi-um consisted of 
BASW supplemented with an additional 0.6% ·Cwt/vol> TRIS . (pH 
7.5), 0.5% Cwt/vol) yeast extract (Difco), 0.1% Cwt/vol> 
sodium succinate, 0.1% (wt/vol> sodium acetate, 0.1% . , 
Cwt/vol) sod~um lactate, 0.2% - Cwt/vol) technical agar. No.3 
and 0.3% <wt/vol) NaN03• The cultures were first inocul~ted 
in denitrifica~ion. medium and incubated for 48 to 72 hours. 
' 
Then they were transferred to new denitrificati9n medium and 
overlaid with mineral oil. Growth was observed for 2 weeks~ 
1A test wa.s co.ns.idered positive it' gas was produced CBauinann 
and Baumann, 198lt. 
. g) Sodium-ion requliement. Sodium-ion requirement was 
determined using sodium-free BASW supplement~d with 1~0% 














acid form. This medium was adjusted to ph 7 -~-~ _with mlf" 
instead of NaOIJ.. --cultures wer;e. f~rst suspended i~ BASW{ 
'lacking NaCl and ·'then resuspended in sodium-free medium 
containing 1% (wt/vol> Oxoid purified agar. A simllar 
medium but containing sodium-ions, was inoculated as a 
. ~ 
' control. Both sodium and sodium-free media were autoclaved 
and ~oOled before the addition of'membrane-sterilized 
. I 
galactose solution. After ine>,culation, sodi.um .and· 
sodium-free media ~.ere incubated f'or 1 week and 'observed for 
·-
the p~esence or abse~'?7 of . g~_owlh. ._ · __. .- . i , . , 
h) Gr:owth _' temperatures. Stra~~s were suspended in test 
' : . . 
tubes containing YEPA ·broth and incub_ated ~n circplating 
water-baths at 5 ,3"5 and 40 deg ' c. Any visible growth' 
observed in thre-e wee·ks was- considered pasitive. 
' 
were .incubated at 20 deg C to ensure viability of the , · .-:---~­
strains during the test period. n r 
I 
. ' 
i) Nutritional screening. The following com~ound~ ;were ~ 
··--
,I te~ted -as · sole source~ of carbon~ (alcohols1 ethanol, 
I ' 
i~opropanol, n-b~tanol, propanol, erythr it'iol ~ . D:-manni·tol, 
adonitol , D-sorbitol, tneso'-inositol, glycerol; , Camino 
. . ' . 
acids) g'lycine, L-al~~' 0-wlani~e, B-ala~ine, i.-serine,· 
'-'~--- \:~- -~~~~orine, L-ieucine, L-isoleucine, DL-noriel:lcirie, valine, 
·> __ · ~thi~e, DL~aspartate, L-lysine, L-arginine, 
. DL~ ~amino-butyrate, c(-aminovalerate, ~-aminov~ler~te, 
n-acet~lglucosamine, L-glutamate, DL~ci~line1 
. . 
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D-trehalose, D-cellobiose~ D-fucose, D-galactose, D-~lucose, 
~ . 
D-melibiose, cellUlose~ D~fructose, D-mannose, lactose, 
maltose, sucrose, L-rhamnose, ~alicin~ D-gl~cur~n~te, ') ~ 
' D-galacturonate, gluconate, muc'at·e, inul-in, -D~saccharateJ 
.. ~ 1 
' ~ (carboxylic acid~) _acetati, isobuty~ate, ~roprionate, -"i • · .. 
·· butyrate, isovalerlfte, pelargona te, heptanoate, • 
() . - ~ . 
glycocholate, i ~amino butyrate, vale~ate, oxalate~ 
. ' 
• ...... l . • 
m~lonate, forma~e, pi~e~ate~suber~te, succinate, .~dipate, , 
. azelate, sebacate, mal·e·a te, _fume rat~,. DL-mal~e, L,-rn~la'te., · 
DL-glyce.rate ~ ·oL-l~ctate·, DL-~ -hydroxybuJ:.~rat~e·, .. , · .. ·. · · - -.-
·-~-" ~ > 
PL-tar:tra~e, ·~-:tartraw; ~eso-tart['ate • . ~lycolate, citrate, 
I ' ' 
. . . 
o<. -ketciglutar~t·e , ,, pyruva ter ~ i 'taconate, aconi tate 1 (other. · 
~ 
• • f. :1 
. ·. ~ 
. . 
amino acids and rel~ted compounds> L-hist_rdine, L-prol-ine., -' ···· 





p-aminobenzoate, putresc.ine, DL-kynt,J~enate, ,e_thanolamine, 
~. . 
·o-tryptophan, benzylamine~ · <non-nitr6genous aromatic and 
. -•.. ' . 
other cyc1 ic compounds) D-ma.ndelate, L-mandelat:e, ·benzoate; 
0 
m-hydrobenzoate, phthalate, quinate, p-hydrobenzoateJ 
. .. . ' : 
(other nitrog~nqu~ ~ompounds) . betaine, sat~psine, creatine, 
I 
hippurat~,. niacinamide', nicotinate, all"nt.oin and adenine. 
- ~ . . . ' . 
' The 9arQon sou;-ces were sterilized either. by· 
. 
autocUaving or.,, by · membrane fi! tration. 1 The appropiate 
> " • 
method for each compound was given 'by Ho~~ohan (1982) and 
Pal{eroni and Ooudoroff (1~72~. ·carbohy~rate& were p~pared 
· at 0.2% Cwt/vol> in BASW with 1% Oxofd puri!ied a9ar. ' 
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~urified ~gar. Acidic or basic carbon sources were adj~sted 
to pH,7.5. Strafn~ were cultured .for 24 to 48h on LM agar 
. 
c;;. 
pri~r to screening to ensure good growth. 
--· 
Strains were then 
added to BASW until a light t~rbidy was detect~.d. · These · 
· susp~nsion·s were then used as i'tlocula. • Media were 
--
. . . , . -
inoculated with.a multipoint inoculator (Lovelace and 
. . ' 
Colwell, 1:968) UfiJ~d with a multiwell .ti~sue cult~::,e plate .· .· -.. 
- ~ 
' . 
(Becton J?ickinson and Co., Ca.)~ The w~ll .capaci.ty _was .. 2.a '}·,-· : . . . 
ml. and the rnedia ' 'to . be' i-~~~lat~d .had 6~en pour~d i~to 100 ·-x:...>.-.·-.. :... ... .. 
' ' ) , • • ' ~( • ' • • ' ' I , ' ' q. : ' ' ' ; .. • •: • "' 
' . .. ~-~o x 115 min ·.square: 'petri .. ~i:~.hes·~ . • A .~ontr:o-1 consis~i_ng. of 
MLX . agar ensure~_ v-iability of .' the strains.. Another. control· 
' • • ~ r 
. "' ' . .. ' " .' . ' . ' . 
consisted of . . ~ASW agar without ,a· carbon source.· This l.'atter 
• s • ~~ .. 
· ... · .. ·.: 
. ,-, 
· . . :'. 
_; 
ca~trol was used to determine tne amount of. growth ·that . 
· .. 
occur red .in the absence ·of nutrients. · 
j > Voges-P.roskauer {VP) · test. · VP test was done by the 
. . ... 
I 
·method of Blazev1c and Ederer .(19751 using BASW instead of 
( ' 
distilfed water to prepare the medium • . 
' k) Fluorescence. Fluor.escence -activity was <?bserved by .. --: 
·~ ~!ng the strain in MLX mediu~. The cultures were 
. · exarpined in normal day-light for the.M>ro·d~·ction. of . 
' fluorescence-. · 
1) Extra~ellular enzymes. All exo~nzyme tests were 
. -
.. 
con~ucted using the multipoint inocul'um method (L~vEdace. ant\_ 
. . . \ . . . ' ' . 
Colwell,. 1968). Amylase, gelatinasr}· lipase · and cellulase 
. / activity we~e determined usi~g ¥EPA. m~dium .supplern~ed wfth 
0.2\ Cwt/vol) starch, 2.0\· (wt/vol) gelatin·, 1.0% <vQilv~n' 
/ 
,, . 
. . . 
·- .. 
.. 


















tween 80 or 1.0% <wt/vol> sod~urn -carboxymethy,l-cell~lose 
respectively. Alg.inase testing was done by over lying YEPA 
agar with YEPA AGAR plus 2.0% Cwt/voU· sodium alginate. 
L~minarinase was prepared by spr.~ading a thin layer of 4% 
Cwt/vol > lamin~r ~n (Sigma> over . a base of YE.PA agar. <;:hi tin . 
. . 
medium was prepared by. ov~~la~ing_ YEPA agar with YEPA agar 
supplemented with an ·additionai 0.25~ Cwt/vol) yeast extrAct 
and 0.5% Cwt/vol) colloidal chiti~. 
After 48 hours the stare}) plates wer·~ f{oodelwith 
' . 
A positive ~Y\ase test. 'was shown' . .. Lugol'.s iodine solution. 
·by, ·tfi'e production of a ' clear 'zone surrounding the inoculum 




Gelatin plates were flooded with 30% · tr ichloroacet1·c 
acid. A zone. of cle.aring indicated positive gelatinase 
. . 
activity. Ceilulose plates were first flooded with. l mg/ml 
. 
~ 
Congo red in . dis'tille'd water- .(15 ·min>, followed'by 1M . NaCl 
(15 min). A clear zone indicated . cellulase activity. 
'Alginase, chltinase, and laminar ina.se activities were no.ted 
by a ~lear zone surrfding the_ .inoculum point. Agarase · 
a~;iv~ty w~s noted by a p~ominent .depression in · th~ agar. 
Most of the above ,procedures have been described by Baumann 
- . 
, 
test for cellulase was de,scribed by 
. ... 
( 1981) • The 
w~oJ\_ (l982l. 






















4. Flagella staining • 
.... 
\ 
Fla~ella staining was best achieved using the Leifson 
staining technique CGerhardt,l981). 
shaken in MLX broth for 24-72 hours. 
• Cells were s~owly 
-~ Then 2 to 5 ml of 
inoculated b~oth were added to-~0% Cvol/vol) aqueous 
forma~in until a faint turbidity was detected. Several ml 
Of this suspensio~ were very·carefully poured over an 
acid-cleaned slide tilted at approximately a 45 de9· angl~. 
' 
After air drying~ the slide was marked around the borders 
with a wax· pencil. Approxim~tely 1 ml of dye solution was 
added ~or 7 ·to 10 minutes and then f'loated 'off with tap 
.water. The flagella and cells, which stained red, were 
'\ 
examined by light microscopy. 
5. Poly-& -hydroxybutyric acid accumulation • 
Strains ·were grown on .medium consistihg, of BASW with 
0.02% (wt/vol) (NH4> 2504and 0.04% (wt/vol) 
Jl 
DL-~ -hydroxybutyri·c a_cid for· 48 to ·72 hours. The isolation 
and estimation of .PHB was done .by the method described by 
. ., 
fSlepecky· and Law (1960). A 2-ml portion of each culture was . 
---
' 
added to 8 ml of 5% hypochlorite (bleach). After 24. hours, 
the strains were centrifuged (10,000 X g) ' for approximately · 
20 minutes. The s_upernatant was care·ful~y discarde~· and the 
.. 
~cells were purified by a series of suspensions .and 















;~d diethy1 ether (2 times>. After drying for 24 p, the 
I 
cells were dissolved in 2 ml · H2~o4 while heated in boiling 
water for 10 min. A positive test for 
' 
' poly-~ -hydroxybutyric acid accumulation . was· determined by 
observing ·an absorption peak at 235 nm due to the presenc.e 
of crontonic acid. 
' 
6. Ar-omatic ririg cleavage. 
~ 
Strains were grown in 250-ml media-consisting of either 
·' 
0.1% (wt/vol) p-hydroxybenzoate or, 0 ~1% <wt/vol) quinate or ~ 
. . 
0.15% (wt/vol'> sodium benzoate for 48 to 72 hours·. 
Bacterial cellR Were harvested by centrifugation (15,000 X g 
for.10 minutes>. A suspension was made in 2 ml ·of 0.2M Tria 
' . ,/ 
·buffer (pH 8 .o) and the cells were gently shaken. Then ·~O. 5 
._- . 
•• 
ml . toluene and 3. 5 mg of P.rotocatechoic acid wt{re carefully 
~ed whi~e the cells were lightly shaken ~t 30 deg C. The 
production of a yellow colour within several mi nutes was a 
. \ positive test for meta cleavage. Excessively hard 'shaking 
could have resulted in a negat ive met~ cleavage result. If 
a ye11·ow colour · was not. ·apparent, the suspension was ,lightly 
. · . ' 
shaJten for 1 h and check)d again. One gram ·cNH >. , SO and 1. 
y · 4 2 4 
drop of sodium nitroferrl-cyanide "was added, follqwed by .o.s · 
• 
ml ammonia solution (28-30~) • The p~oduction of a viyid 
purple colour waQ considered positive for ortho cleavage 
(Gerhardt,l981). 
.. { .• 
• 









' 7. Num~rical . taxonomy. 
Each strain was regarded as an operational taxon9mic 
Unit COTU) • Eight replicates were used as controls during 
. the collection of binary data. This was done to ensure good 
I \;, . 
agreement of characherization tests as suggested by Sneath 
and Johnson (1972) • . · Numerical classifi~ation ·was done by 
I 
the recommended prpcedure by Wishart (197 8) using the 
c~~STAN analy.sis ·package implemente·d on Digital Equi.pment 
Corp. Vax 11/7.80 computer. A binary data t was. created. · 
Bin·ary data was coded 1 0 1 for negative char c.~ers and '1' 
for positive characters. Euclidean di'stan e was computed. 
and ward's clustering method was used to group up to 10 
clusters. Results of these a~alyses were presented in the 
' 
form ·of d~ndrograms. Relocate clustering was computed usin~ . 
several random clufters. Simple matching coefficient was ' 
, . 
use~with density clustering to give estimates of modes in 
the sample. Jaccard coefficient with average linkag·e 
clustering was also used. 
Once . clustera were determined, characteristics .. of the 
. 
• clusters w~re investi.ga~. Binary frequ:ncy scores, which 
rep~es.ent the. fr.eque~f a. te·st in the cluster over . the_., 
freq~ency. of the·· test in all othe.r OTU, were multiplied by 
,.. 
the product of the frequency of. the ·test in the clUster over 
the number of OTU in the cluster. \ This value, known as .the 
scaled score, was divided by · the maximum ·value of the tpst 
; . 
. ( .. ~ 







assuming it was ideally 100% uniqu~ to the cluster. This 
computation gave the scaled score of the maximum va.lue which 
was consider~d unique if a value was greater or equal to 
20%. In this study, scaled score of the maximum value is .a 
simplified di-scriminant value that . identi~ ies test (s > which 
., "\ 
are unique to a cluster. 
B. ·Type cultures and. reference strains. 
A list of type cul tur"es antr refere,qce strains is · gi.~e·n 
in Table' 1. Type cultures were · optained from the Americ.an 
.. 
Type Culture Coll.ection, Rockville, Maryland. The 
I 
appropriate American. Type Culture Collection (ATCC) numbers 
4re given. To aid'ln the identification of~lagic and 
~pibenthic strains, 32 additional type strar ns were inciuded 
<Table 2}. Some reference strains described by Hollohan 
< 1982) were also used in this study. The generic· 
• J 
designation and the number. assigned to the strain by J ,_ , 
Hollohan ~1982} is given in Table 3. These cultures were 
.., · 
use·d either in numerical analy.ses or as positive and 
- negative controls in characteri~ion tests. 
9~ Electron microscopy. 
/,...,..,' 
Representative strains were. suspended in ·MLX br oth and 
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- Table 1·. Type cultures of marine bacteria from the American 
. Type Culture Collection (ATCC) , Rockville, Maryland, 









· PhotQbacteriQm angUstum .· 
' Alcalig~nes aquamarinris 
. . 
Deleya. yenusta· I . • 
.~ Pseu~on~·s ' nautica . 
Photob~cterium · phosphoreum 












































Table 2: Type and reference cultures· use.d to identily OTU. 
The American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) 
-number or Laboratory Centre for·Dis~ase ·control 
(LDC) number, species, and Operat~nal 
Taxonpmi~ Unit (OTU) designatio91are given • 
* ATCC Number Name OTU 
7744 Vibrio fischeri _7744 
~14048 Vibrio natriegenes El4048 
177.49 .·; Vibrio alginol¥ticus . 17749 
17802 Vibrio · parahemo1yticus 17802 
El9264 Vibrio anguillarum E19264 
25916 Vibrio· pelagius 25916 
25917 . Vibrio nereis 25919 
25919 Vibrio hatVeyj · 25919 
25920 · Vibrio campbellii . 25920 
27043 Vibrio nigrapulchrjtudo 27043 
33125 Vibrio pr.oteolyticus 33125 
33466 Vibrio .diazotrgpbjcus 33466 
29570 Vibijo ga~6genes 29570 
14393 Alteromonas baloplanktis 14343 
27135 Qceangsprillum ;jannaschii 2713-5 
27120 Group 8=1 BaUmann 27120 
27128 Alteromonas aestue 27128 
8017 Alteromonae putrefaciens 8017 
33492 Alteromona·a luteovialaoea 33492 
29988 Alteromonas rubta 29988 
27130 Pseudomonas ·atanieri 27130 
27133 Qceanoeprillum kriegii 27I3l 
27121 Group B=.2 Baumann · · 27121 -
---~~~~=--------~~~~~-=~~~~-------------~~~;;~=----~ LDC NUmber Name OTU 
--------------------------------------------------~-~-. . 7588 Vibrio damsel a LDC7588 
7588-· Vibrio damsel'a LDC2588 
'75 ~ibric .bollisae LDC75 
9012 . ~ibrio ordallii LDC9012 
9013. Vibz:io coati cola LDC9013 
9067 Y:ibz:io alonais LDC90 '67 
9555 Y:ibz:lo fluxia.lia LDC9555· 
9578 ~itftio metacbanikollii LDC95.1·8 
------------------------~------------~----------------
* : number assigned in this study. 
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Tabl. e~3: Reference Cultures described by Hollohan 
? that were included in this study. Shown 
or.iginal source of the OTU, -MFO rea.ction 



















· Alari·a esculenta 
Placopecten ·magellanjcus 
~f:~g~=~~=: magellanjcus : magellan·icus 














~g ~n :m~=~~t:~:n=~~~:= ~~lim~: ::~~\ 
OTU·l~3 Alaria es~lenta ~ oxidative BRN133 
---------------------~------------~--------------------------
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aliquots of suspension were transferred to t~st tubes 
containing 0.1 ml of 37% formaldehyde (adjus~ed to pH 7.5) 
I 
• and centrifuged at 3,000 X g for 10 minutes. ; Thet 
• • 
supernatant was discarded carefully and the lcells were · 
suspended in '10 ml of distilled water and then centrifuged 
two more times. After the last centrifugation, the cells 
were suspended in l m~ : ~ill:ed water .. ' 
. . . . J, .. . Th1s suspens1on f as negat1vely stained uranyl 
acetate which were added at a 1·:1 ratio. 0 ~ drop of t~is 
mixture was ple3:ced ·on a, 200 .. mesh size car~o 
:__....-c-c:)~pp~r grid for 1 minute. After dry i~g the 



















1. Isolation of strain§-
The numbers of bacteria present in the pelagic and 
epibenthic zones of the water column are given in Table 4. 
Overall bacterial counts were highes~ in the epibe~thic zone 
and are expressed as colony forming units (CFU)· per g dry wt . •. 
of sediment. · since the number of epibenthic bacteria were 
numerous, 1'75 strains were selected for subculturing •. 
. 
However, rnany .of these strains were difficult to marntain 
and, over ~, per~of o~ several months, there- was .ka.· · 73% 
, · 
mortaiity. In total 36 out .of the 175 strains from the 1 
epiberithic zone· were successfully cul.ti vated.· Because the 
number of colonies per ml seawater from the pelagic tone was 
' I
low, it was; decided to isolate all of the strains from-a 1 
# -~ 
ml sample from each of two depths. Mortality was again bigh 
and only 28 pelagic strains were cultivated successfully 
• from the November sample. Again, the loss of strains on 
'lubculture occ~r~ed · over a period of seve~al months. 
Because only 64 strains were successf·~!.!Y--CUl tivated 
fromJthe sample tak~n~in Novembe~, it was decided· to obtain 
addi tiona! samples and a second set was collected in June, 
1983. The· epibenthic zone was not sampled on this occasion. 
. ' 
.----
.__!n..general, the number of colony forming units per m1 was 
higher during the June isola~on than . in November. However, 
the number of strains succeqsfully cultivated was still low. 
· ~ . 











Table 4: Number of colony forming units <CFU) in the 
pelagic and epibenthic zones. The number of 
strains initially 'Subcultured (S) and the _ · 







CFt\fml s c 
PELAGIC 
60m 
CFU/ml S c ·· 
EPIBENTH I C 
6lm 
----------- --' . 
CFU/g· S C 
-----------.------------:---------------------------------------








:grams (dry weight). 
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seawater was successfully maintained ~n subculturing. 
Therefore, the total riumber of s~rains or operational 
\ 
~6nomic units (OTU) isolated from tihe pelagic and 
..., 
epib~nthic zo~es of the wate.f column lwas 91. Of these, -28 
/ . 
were- isolated from the pelagic zone jn No¥ember, 1982, 36 
" were isolated from the epibenthic zo~e in -~ovember, 1982 and 
27 were isolated from the pelagic zonle 
Additional type cultures were added t~ 
.. . .. 





in J .une, 1983. 
make 116 OTU. 
All OTU were ~ram negative, catalase positive, and 
·I . 
unable to p~oduce arginine dehydrolase• . No OTU were able to . 
~ ~ 
utilize d.. -aminovalerate or DL- c/... ...;aininoQutyrate as sole 
sources of. carbon. With the exception of ~ype and reference> · 
" 
strlins, no OTU were able to accumulate PHB as •an 
intrace~lular reserve product. All OTU gave a nec;~ative 
. . . / 
- --
Voges-Proskauer reaction • 
Not all the OTU were motile but, of those that were_, 
all had polar flagella. Examples of flag~llated OTU are 
g~!:ven in Figs. 2a·, 2b and 3. Fig. 2a sho4 s a peritrichous 
type of flagellation (Alcaligenes aquamarlnus), and Fig: 2b, 
a J20larly,.. flagel·lated organism COTU 27) f r.1 om ~is region. , 
Both were stained by the LeifsQP's method. An example of a 
polarly flagellated organism (OTU 100) w~ich wa~ determined 
















Figure 2a. Peritrichous flagellation ''of tjpe cul .. ture 
Alcaligenes aquamarinus stained using 
c::'p· .-. r 
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·An example of polarly flagellated organism 
. 
. . . (OTU 27) stained .. by Leifson•s ~t~!ning 
te.chnique. 
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Figure 3. Electron microgr_aph showing OTU 100 wi"th 
-two polar flagella. These flagella may. be · 
dist·inguished by viewing this photography 
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In order· to determine if strains from the pelagic zones 
and the epibe~thic zones would be different based on 
physiological ~nd biochemical properties, a data matrix was 
constructed which consiste~ of 115 OTU and 135 binary 
characters. The 115 OTU cohsiste·d of 91 pelagic and 
_.;, 
epibenthic strains, 16 type strains Jnd 8 replicates. 
Repficates were used a~ a check for assessing accuracy. A 
I -... 
list of the 115 OTU is given in Table 1, Appendix A. A list 
of the 135 binary tests use·d in the numerical· analysis of 
. . . ' . /. 
the"-ll5, OTU is given in Table 2 ·, ~ppendix A • . ·The . results . J 
obtained for~every bTU 'sco~ed as · binary, characters, are 
I . 
given in Table .3, Appendix A • . The data · were analyse-d by 
Euclidean distande ·and· Ward's 61usteri~g m~thod the f 
~ 
. . 
dendrogram s~own in. Fig. 4. At a dissimilarity value of 
• 0~296, there were ten clusters by Euclidean distance and 
Ward's clustering method (Fig. 5)._ 1A summary of properties 
common to each cluster is given in Table s. With the 
. ' 
exception of 3 OTU in cluster A, pelagic OTU from the 
Nov~mber isolati~n were found. only in clusters B, c and D. 
. .. . 
O'J;'U from the June pelagic sample grouped in clusters A , I 
and J with the majority· occu~ng in clust~r A. Ep~enthic 
OTU occurred in a).4ol clus~ers wJ\h the . exc~~tion ~ of' ~l~ters 
I, H and 'J although the""jority were ·found in ·clusters G 
and ~. Only epibenthic OTU were found in clusters G, E, and 
~ ... 
F. Overall, the major~ty of OTU from the pelagic OTU' 
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\. ' 115 OTU, Euclidean distance coefficient and 
·Ward's cl~stering met~od. The Y~axis qives the 
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Figure 5. An abbrevia~d version ~f a dendlogr~ obtained 
using 13S binary tests, 115 OTU/ Euclidean 
,distance coefficien~ and Ward~ clustering method. 




~· 0.6. Numbers .below cluster lettering 
indicates number of OTU ·associated with cl':lflter. 
The Y-axis gives the dissimilarity values at 
which OTU and clusters of OTU merge. 
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Table 5. Relationship between zone of isolation, Leifson's 
<oxidation-fermentation> test CMFO), sodium-i'on 
requirement, motility and pigmentation in clusters 










* PELAGIC 3 9 
.C 1ST ISOLATION) 
PELAGIC "' 18 
(2ND ISOLATION) . 
EPIBENTHIC 5 3 
(1ST ISOLATION) ~ 




OXIDATIVE ~ 2 
"ta~ 



















































. PIGME.NT 21 
v 
(NON-SOLUBLE) • ' 
. . 
--------------------------------------------------------------
- s number of OTU in cluster. -
* : no. of OTU out of the to~al in the cluster that were 
positive. · · · 
- ·: all strains in th~ clu~te.r were negative. 
(a) l strains th~t did not utilize gl~cose gave no reaction in 








the type OTU also clustered~separately. Most were found in 
I 
cluster s·. There were. no pelagfc or epi,benthic OTU in this 
cluster. Because of the small number of pelagic OTU from 
the 20 m depth, no attempt was made to differentiate between 
peLagic OTU from 20 m and 60 m. For each sampling 4ate th~ 
OTU from both depths were considered the ,scime in the · 
analysis and the term pelagic was applied to these OTU 
regardless of the depth f~om which they. wer·e isolated. 
Some key characters were examined ~o determine f~rther 
imformation about t;he clusters. These characters included ~-
~ . 
oxidative. o~ fer~entative metabol-ism as determi-ned by the 
MFO test. "'-$his test can yield seve.ral results. Organisms 
which uti~h;ed glucose aerobically and anaerobic_~ll_y_ "bad a 
fermentative metabolism. Those--that utili-zed glucose 
aerobically only had an oxidative metabolism. Some 
• 
organisms were oxidative but did not utilize glucose. These 
' organisms grew on MFO medium bu.t did not show a reaction~ 
. . 
The 3 types of reaction are ~hown in Table. 5. Also shown 
-
..J • • 
• 
'' 
are those strains that re~uired ~odium-ions, those that we~e----
• 
motile and . those for.which the colonies had non-soluble 
. 
' . 
pigments such as yellow ¢r orange. ·-"The latter test 
"'\ ,/ . 
'character was of intere·st because it was readily determined 
at the time of isolation of the OTU • 
. 
Th~- following observations were mad~ (Table 5). Most 
of ~lus~ers halrbeth oxidative and fermenta~ive OTU · 
although one or the other p,~edominated in most cluste-r·a. 










-Fermentative OTU predominated clusters A, o, c, I and J. 
-
These were pelagic OTU from the first and second isolations. 
Most of the epibenthic strains, shown in cluster G, E and F, 
had oxidative metabolism. One-half of the OTU in cluster E 
showed no reaction in the MFO test. These were still 
---
considered to have oxidative metabolism. Further 
./- -~""-,. 
cal~ulations showed that 80% -of the OTU from the pelagic 
zone were fermentative and 83% of the epibenthic strains 
f ---- . were non- ermentat1~e. 
- =·•Seventy-seven percent of the ·oTu · required !sodium-ions 
. ~ 
for gro~th. Of th:· 26 'U t ·hat ~id not_ r~-~~e, sodium-ions, 
14 · were from the epibenthlc- sample takEm in November, 1_982 
and 1~ were from the pelagic zone taken in June, 1983. 
I . 




sodium-ions. Mos~ of_ thea; were non-moti~e 
Cluster I had fermentative~TU that were 
_non-motile and dit[l not require sodium-ions ·for growth. 
and 
The~e were pelagiitc strains from the' second isolation. 
• 
~0 
OTU in this cluster were type cul tures\lraat require.d 
. . 
sodium-ions. ..Cluster J contained 5 OTU of which none 
required sodium-i~ns. All were motile and pigmented. Of 
the 10 OTU that were in cluster A and did not require 
sodium-ions, one was~ epibenthic, the rest were pelagic OTU 
•'. 
from tha-second iso!ation. 
Other biochemical, physiological and nutritional 
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Table 6a: Biochemical, physiological and nutr i tiona·! 
characteristics of clusterq A, s, C, D and E 
based on Euclidean dist~ncl and Ward's 





























L-TBEORINE , ____ 1 
L-LEUClNE l 
L-IS0LEUCINE 
VALINE ~ 2 
DL"'NORLEUCINE 
L-ORNITHINE 
.DL-ASPARTATE 4- 2 



























_2 --- 10 
+ 9 














































,- : represents the numtier of OTU. i~.each ~lruster 
' + : 85% or more OTU positive , c ) 
- : all OTU negative 
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Table 6a continued • • • 
. .
A s . 
. . 
- ----------------~------------~--------------------------TEST NAME 
---
·(26) (12) . (14) (11) ( 10) . 
---?-----~----------------~--~---------------------~-~---CAMINO ACIDS CONTINUED) 
~ACETYLGLUCOSAMINE 1 l 
L-GLU1AMATE 2 \. • + 
DL-CITRULLINE 
"' 
CARBetf~DRATES . \ 
I 
D-RIBOSE · \,1 





D-FUCOSE .· . 
D-GALACTOSE 
' : D-GLUCOSE 
. D-MELIBIOSE 
. . D-FRUCTOSE I • 
D-MANNOSE' •. 
... •~ LACTOSE. 
..._; - · ~LTOSE· : 
· ·-~ ~ SUCROSE . · 
L-RHAMNOSE _ 
• .
SALI~N . · .. 
D-G~ CORONATE 









































+ ' . 
-
1'1 .. 
+ ~ * 
3 












" "" +· . 
.6 . 
~ 























. / j .. · ... ' 
. . .· 
+ ... 
• •• 
• I • CARBOXYLIC ACIDS 












,; ~ . 
• • 
. \ 
· . 1) FATTY ACIDS 
4 ~CETATE 2 8 7 ,. ~ + 
f .. _1 ISOB~TYRAT~ J .• ~ ~. . + *r 
PROPIONATFI': . - + 6 . · + 
'BUTYRATE . 2 4 '2 . I 1 
IS'OVALERAT_E. ~- .... - +·,• 




· HEPTANOATE . . .• ..£ * 6 -: . ~ 
GLYCOCHOLA'l'E. ~ ·- · + * o 3 · · + * 2 ·r 
. -( -AMINQBUTYRATE . 1 + . 1 ~ + + . --. -' 
. .. ---~~~~;~~~-~--~-----~~-~!-w----~ .... -~---~-.-----~~--- -~--=--
* I. UnJ.'q'ue · 'character determfned by discrimatory analysis 
1 
.'· • '-4 .··r· . _. • I , ~ . •' 















Table 6a continued ••• CLUSTER 
• I A -·~- C D ~·._E 
----------------------------~--------~-----------------\-TEST ~AME · • (26) 02> · <14> ni> ClOY 
-----~-~--------------~-----------------------~--------~-ii) DICARBOXYLIC ACIDS . "'/; 
.. , 
O~ATE 4 




PIMELA'l'E 1 4 -~' + * 
SUBERATE 
- 1 + 4 + 
SUCCINATE 3 + + + + 
ADIPATE 
· 1·AZELATE •> 2 3 10 . ~ s ·s~BACATE 1 1 · 5 "-, 4 
_.. MELEATE . r 
-




iii) HYDROXY ACIDS 
.o- > . 
DL-:MALATE 3 · g ., 3 ' .. :+ 5 
• 
L-JoJA~ATE . .s 3 2 2 7 . 
DL-GLYCE~TE ·· . 1 
. ~ 1 ' 3 '\ + .. DL-~CTATE · 3 + 5 + 6 
DL- -~YDROXYBUTYRATE ,3. + 2 + 1 
D- k -TARTRATE · - :-
-
L-(+)-TARTRATE 1 1 
MESO-TARTR1\TE ~ 3 
~- G~YCOLATE · 1 I • -
•' CITRATE 5 , .- . 3 3 + 7 
AL-KETOGLUTARATE 3 + • 11 + . + ·'--
PYRUVATE 4 + + + + 
ITACONATE · + * 
ACONITATE .· 2 + 2 + 2 
Ali NO ACID~ AND REt~TED COMPOUNDS 
L-HISTIDINE )I.+ .. 9· ~ .. + 
t,:..PROLINE 1 .+. + of + 
L~~INE 3 4 + * ~ KY ATE + * 










I 0 r ...._ , \ ~ ~ 
' 





















.. ~ . . 
t. ! ••• t . • , • • 





Table 6a contiz:tued ••• CLUSTER 
, - . 
A • B c D E , 
-------------------··------------··------------------------
TEST NAME (12) (14) (11) (10) 
, ' 
<AMINO ACIDS AND RELATED ,COMPOUNDS CONTINUED) 
PUTRESCINE 2 4 
DL-KYNURENATE 4 
ETHANOLAMINE' 1 7 . • 
D-TRYPTOPftAN - J 
BENZYLAMINE , 
NON-NITROGENOUS ARCMATIC AND OTHER CYCLIC COMPOUNDS . 
' .. 
L .. ' . I 
















BET AI~ "" 5 .-· -
.- SARCO INE 1 + * .. -CREA~iNE . 2 + * 
HIPPURAT~ 1 2 • 2 NIACINAMIDE 1 
NICOTINATE .. 
ALLANTOIN 




. GELATI NAf= 
-
'I ( 
• / 7 3 + * 5 ( ~~\ * , AGARAS,E 
· ALGINASE I ~ 
, ~ \ . . 
-
i' ' . CATALASE + + + . + :- ------- • :g:~~~~: ~ .. 4 1 + * 5 - ~ .- u- 1 9 * · 1 .· .... 
-·· 1 
· LAMARINASE 1 
. . 
~~~ 1 + '· 1~ fa + ' + J 
"' E 2 - '2 4 .. 
0 D ~ '\ 12 + + + 2 . . . 
-------~---~------~~--·---------- -----------~-----------
\ .. i ' · 
' • 
• . ·-
. '"' • , . 
""'· 
., L .. .. 




' ' - " " .". 
















Table 6a continued ... • CLUSTER 
-· 
A B c D E 
--------------~-----------------------------------------TEST NAME 
' 




GRJWTH (5 deg C) 
GROWTH (35 deg C) 












' + \ 
7 \ 




+ + ' 













































6b. Table 6a gives characteristics of cl usterl A to E and 
Table 6b gives sim.ilar imformation for clusters F to 
Cluster A (Table 6a) con~ained fermentative and 
oxidative .OTU mostly from ~e epibenthic zone and th·e 
pelagic zone, second iso!'ation. These OTU used few of the 
, . 
112 sources of carbon. None of the 135 binary characters 
was unique to the cluster. 
·Cluster B (Table 6a) contained motile, sodium-ion 
requiring strains from the first isolation -and most of these 
. . 
O'rU were pelagic. Chtt;i..nale activity and dte ability to 
·- 1 ' ' 
uti'l ize glfcocholate -. and heptanoate as sol,.Jources of 
carbon were unique to · this cluster. ! 
. . ... 
· ~.).clus~·er '] (Table ·6ill consisted predominat~ly ·of 
ferJllentAtl.ve 6'Tu fr'om the · pelagic reg~on collected in 
Npvember. This clus.eer also· consisted· of one~'epibenthic · OTU' 
~ t 
and the type c~.l tures: Photobacterium phosphoreum and 
Alteromon_as undipa. All OTU required sodium-ions and were 
.. 
motil. e. Extracellular lipase, gelati~ase~ cellulae~ and 
amylase pro-duction ~ere unique to this cluster. In 
additipn, most strains wer~·able to utilize D-mannose, 
n-:-acetylgl.ucosamin~ and. : maltose as sole ca-:bon sources. 
Cluster D CTable ·6a) co~sisted of pela~ic and 
I 
• 
epit?epthic OTU from the_· first ~sol\on. · Seve" st.~a~ns ·wer~. 
isolated from the pelagic zone and 4 :..~ere epibent::hic 
t . 
stra,ins. All OTu1were motile- and required sodiumlt.ions for 



















Table 6b. Biochemical, -physiological and nutritional 
characteristics of clusters I, F,.G, H and J 




. I F G H J 
--~--------------~------------~-----------------------~--TEST NAME ( 7) ... ( 5) (14) .(11) (5) 
------------------~-------------------------------~-------ALCOHOLS' , , I 
ETIIANOL + + ; + 8 + \ ISOPROPANOL 1 3 
_, 
+ ., ... -; 
N-BUTANOL 3 + ., 1 3 + 
PROPANQL 5 + 2 7 + 
ERYTHRITOL + ~/ 7 + D-MA~NITOL + 1 + + ADONITOL 5 5 + 
D-SORBI~L + 3 ""· . ,, + + 
MESO- INO ITOL + ., i . .. 6 +, . 
. . iLYCEROL 2 + - + + j. 





GLYCINE + -\ + + 
L-ALANINE 
• 
2• + .+ +, + 
D-At.ANINE 5 + + + + 
,., 
& -ALANINE + * · + ., 
4 • L-~ERINE ~ - + + 
L-THEORINE 2 3'-' 7 ~ ... + 
L"-LE,UCINE + + 6 + + 
L-ISOLEUCINE 3 -fl 7 + 
VALINE ., 
' 
1 4 + *· 
DL-NORLEUCINE 1 · 1 + ~ 
L-ORNIT,HINE 1 i~l . . 8 '* + * 
DL-ASPARTATE 1 10 + + 
L-LYSINE. 5 4 ~ 8 + ., 
L-ARGININE 5 3 + · + + 
DL-~ 1AMINOBUTYRATE 
- ' 
·ct. ~AMINOVALERATE ' "" ~-· -~. .. . -~ ~ -AMINOVALERATE .4 + .+ + fl . 
---------------------------------------------~-------~----
-. represents the number .of .OTU' ·in each cluster . . . 
+ ·: 85% or, lnore OTU 'sitive 
- • all O'l'U n~ative . · 
* : uniqle cha acter determined by disc.rimatory analysis 










• ; \ i. 
. ~ ·:' ~l: 
. ~ 
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Table 6b continued ••• CLUSTER 
I F G H J 
----~-----------~---------------------~-------------------TEST NAME (7) {5) ' (14) (11) (5) 





D-RIBOSE .r \ 5 L-ARABINOSE 3 
D-XYLOSE 4 
D-TREHALOSE 5 
· D-CELLOBIOSE 4 
D-FUCOSE ... 1 .-
D-GALACTOSE . 5 
, D-GLUCOSE + 







SUCROSE ~ 3 
L-RHAM~OSE 1' -











i) FAT'l'Y ACIDS 
ACETATE 1 
ISOBUTYRATE · 4 
PROPIONATE 3 
BUTYRATE " . 5 






























+ · 10 
'+ + ' 
+ 6 
+ 6 
+ * 1 
+ 3 
3 \)+ + 
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... • Table 6b continued ••• CLUSTER 
I F G H J 




• ii) DICARBOXYLIC ACID 
I OXALATE + * ' l MALONATE 3 + 6 + 
II FOR~TE 2 3 3 6 + .. 
PI ME LATE 5 + 1 + 
SUBERATE + + + + ~ • 
~ SUCCINATE + + + + +. 
' AD I PATE 1 + * .~\:.. + * - _.. .. AZELATE J' 4 4 + * SEBACATE I 2 1 3 . 
MELEATE 3 1 + * 
FUMERATE . + + + + + 
• 
._, iii) HYDROXY ACIDS-
~ 
• 
' :t)L-MALATE + + + + + 
L-MALATE + 3 6'. - • 
n~-GLYCERATE 1 ' . + 7 + 
DL-LACTATE + + + + '+ DL:-~ -HYDROXYBUTY 5 + 11 7 + -
o D- (- -TARTRATE 3. . t , + * 
t L- (+)-TARTRATE . 3 1 · 2 6 + .,. 
< • 
MESO-TARTRATE 1.. 2 .. 5 ' . +-• 
GLYCOLATE " 1 +. * 4 + • 
... ) t CITRATE · + + .+ + + <(~~TOGLUTARATE + + + + + 
• 
, PY OVATE r ·. + + + + + 
- ITACONJ\TE ( . 3 + * 
ACONITATE , .4. + + + + I ' 
, \ , I ~~s .. _,.. . . AMI-NO AND RELATED COMPOUNDS ._ ... 
.. 
p L-HISTIDINE 4 + + + + 
L~PROLI-NE + + + +' + 
L-TYROSINE + · 
-
1 . ·+ 
KYNURENATE 1 1 1 + * 
I L-PHENYLALANINE 4 3 s . + + ' 







"" --"' \ ·~ . . 




- '• .,.. 
. ~ ~::~, f( ; . 
~,· ...  ; .. · 
/' • r 
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Table 6b continued ••• CLUSTER 
I F -G, H J 
TEST NAME (7) (5) (14) (11) (5) 
CAMINO ACIDS AND RELATED COMPOUNDS CONTINUED) 
P-AMINOBENZOATE ..... + * -~· PUTRESCINE 5 1 + + DL-KYNURENATE 1 3 + * , 
ETHANOLAMINE 
--
5 * 2 4 + 
D-TRYPTO¥AN 1 + * 
BENZYLAM E 5 * + * 
'!If 
NON-NITROGENOUS AROMATIC AND OTHER CYCLIC COMPOUNDS 
., 
D-MANDELATE 2 5 + .. 
L-MANDELATE 1 3 + * 
.ENZOATE 5 * 3 1 
. M-HYDROXYBENZOATE 1 1 3 
PHTH.M,ATE 1 :- + * QUI E 5. * ___ ,.. ..... 3 • 1 
p.;.HYD XYBENZOATE 5 * 3 1 
BETAINE 3 + * 2 ~ 
· SARCOSINE +. + 
CREATINE 3 + "II" 
HIPPURAT~ 3 3 + + 
NIACINAMIDE .4 + * NICOTINATE • + * ALLANTOIN 2 + * + * 


















AM~LAsf: ' + . + + \ · 7 
LIPASE ,( 1 . · 2 - -· . 
+ 
+ \ 
' -\ \ -
+ 
.~ 






!'". , . _ .. 




Table 6b continued ... CLUSTER 
.. 
I F G H J . ______________________________________________ .,.. ________ ..,. __ 
TEST NAME (7) , ( 5) 1.Cl4) ( 11) { 5) 
--------------------------------------~--------------------
<t 
.. GROWTH TEMPERATURES r{'" i 
~ I 
~- GROWTH ( 5 de.g . C) + r GROWTH ( 35 deg C) + 
.. + + ' + + 
+ 6 · + + 
GROWTH ( 40 deg C) 
. 





DENITRIFICATION + * 











These organisms were able to utilize fermentative. 
,,-
il'valerate, glycocholate, malonate, D-galactose, and 
isobutyrate as sole carbon sources. 
Cluster E (Table 
With the· exception of 
~ Although all 10 had an 
• 6a> consisted of 10 epibenth;c OTU. 
2 OTU \11 were orange pigmented. 
~ 
oxidat'ive metabolism, 5 of these 
---
. 
n'ot give a , reaction fn MOF medium. Only 2 OTU r~~r.~~ 
.. 
These OTU were 
\id 
a~· 
sodium-ions for growth and were motile. 
to utilize adenine, itaconate, kyn~renate, D-mandel~te, 
creatine, sarcosine, pirnelate and . L-tyr~sine as sole sources 
of carbon.. Several strains demonstrated agarase activity. 
. ____ .... -
• . Cluster F .(Table 6b> consisted .of · th~ee oxidative OTU · I 
• 
fr.om the . epibenthic zone and two type OTU. The type ··.OTU 
were Pseudomonas nautica and Alicaligenes aquamarinus. All 
OTU showed a definite sodium-ion requirement aJ'!d were 
motile. These OTU showed the ability, to denitrify •. Also, 
' ' .. . · , ' - ., 
this cluster was able_ to utili_ze adipate, . glycofite, 
. -
n-butanol and pelargonatA as sole carbon sources. 
-~ 
Cluster G (Table .6b) was composed of only oxida.tive 
epibenthic .. OTU\f-. Eleven OTU d~n~trated a d~finite 
' ~ 
-·· ' .IL 
sodi-unF1.or) requirement an"d all OTU were mot~le. A . 
distinguishing chilract.er for thJ.s cluster was· the~ 
< 
utilizatiQn of valerate as · a sole 'carbon source. -:· 
~ . 
Cluster H · (Tat;>le· 6b) conJ:Sisted ·of 10 typ~ .cultures. 
, . 
Eight were oxidative', 2 fermentative and one MFO negative. 
, 













.,:rhis cluster · was dist'inguished from other clusters by the 
ability to utilize A -alanine, allant!Jin, L-.ornithine, 
DL-cit;ulliner' benzyl,amine; pelargonate, betaine and· 
D-galacturonate as 130le sources of carbon. 
--
. 
Cluster I (Tab1~ t;b) consisted · of 1 ~p~benthic, 4 
pelagic and one type OTU, Qceanospirillum _ vagum. Five OTU 
were fermentative, the other · 2 were MFO negative. pne OTU 
. .. 
was pigm~nted. All OTU demonstrated motility. Two OTU 
ieq'uired soaiu~- ions. - ' These OTU were able to utilize 
\ ' --::-- . 
meso-inositol, and ethanolamine as sole sourcea··of ca.rbon. 
~ 
.--In addition, five OTU were able to utili2;-: !Jenz_oat'e·, 
p-hydroxybenzoate and qUinate as sole carbon sources.. One 
o~u ( 84) utilized the above aroma tid compounds via meta . 
cleavage, the other· 4 OTU were able to utilize aromatic · 
compounds via ortl)o cleavage,. 
·_ . ) .. 
Cluster J (Table Sb) consisted of only strains from the 
second isolation. · All OTU were fermentative, orange 
" pigmented, motife and did not show any requirement· for · 
sodium-ions. The utilization of the following compounds · 
were unique to this cl uater: . ·nicotinate, p-aminobenzoate, 
pttlalate, D-fucose, D-tryptophan, DL-norleucine,· ·'inulin,· 
~ -- ' . - · . 
L-rhamnose, ·n.:tartrate; maleate-, L-tryp~ophan, L-man.delat~., 
oxalate, benzylamine, isopr~pa~ol, adipate, Dl~c_itrulline-.~ 
. . "' . 
niacinamide, DL-kynurenate, va~~ne, adenine, · meso~tartrate_, 
$ 
L-or.nithine, glyc~late, 'kynurenate, allantoin, itaconate, 
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1 on· a large numper of substrateS. compared t·o the OTU in other 
clusters. 
I 
- --~With the exQe~~ion of 2 prange-pigmente'd OTU (OTU 52 
53, ..; and OTU 45 - 109) and OTU 47 <which gave, an ~· 90% 
agreement to OTU 106) , all replicates us~d in thi.s study 
gave a minimium o~ 97% agreement. 
In '.addition to the nnmerfcal -analysis using Euclidean 
' . 
distance and Ward's 'clustering method#. several other 
. -
. .. cluf\terin'g techn_iques were :uS.ed·· ·. to determine' the robusthe~s 
• .. : • • f 
of th·e· clusters-. A, simila,r.i ty measure~ obtained u.sipg 
. ·~ I . . . . 
-' · Jacca·rd ·coetf_ici.e~t .. and ~a~.e~.a~·~ .. l1ink_ag~ 4luste-rlng ~an· , _,.._  · 
- ' ' • ' .,. t . " 1 '.:I ',' • I ' . : • '" • " • ' • , .. • t ' ~ (I ' ; • t t 
·· .abpr.eviate'd ·version, is ~hown -~n· 'Fig.- 6~ Simple .ma:t:ching .. 
' ; • • • ' , ·· : • • •• .. • • 0 ~ • • •• ' · . • : · • • • ' • ,' • ~ t . . . .. • • • . 
· .coefficient was. , used· 'fqr , both.· si-ngj.e linkage· cluster iriq and 
t ..,.,..• • ' ' I o ' I ' o ' • I o ' 
4ensity sea.rch ci:~~t;~i.ng.' · ~ ~hre~iitE:!.d ~e·~ :~ion ~. Q~. ·th~se 
• - • < • 
. . . . . " . . . . 
dendrograms ~s. show~ in Fig. _7 .and · Fig~ 8 respectively • . A · 
. . ' 
dendrogram using euclidean· dis~~nce and• relocate clustering 
, . . . . 
'is shown in Fig. 9. An. ·i~erit.icaJ, hierarch~al arrangement of 
. ' - . • ' • ""='~ • \ . • 
the clus.ters was obta'ined usinq ·euc·lidean distance with both . 
. . ' . . . 
• . . 
·relocate and Ward'_s cluster:i,ng meth~ds. 
. .~ . 
Simil~r hi~·rar.chi~~ 
. ciusters ~ere obta'ined. using Jaecaf'd, and simple matciiing 
' . 
\ I • • " 
coeff~cients. • .Dift;er;ences between ·similar-ity.· and 
. . .' . . . ' . . 
· diss'imila~ ty· measur·e~ . ~e're -~lno~ ~ . OTU whi~h failed to 
. cluster c~n-~iste~~~e list.ed :tn Table 7. Mo~~ o£ · tll~se 
0 
OTU wer~ · ei·ther . . ty?e cu·itures. or orang_e-piqn\erited OTt) whibh 
. ·.. ~ . -~i • i• · , ha~ few ch~r-9te.ristias in common with other OTU. 
' .. 
. . . ' 
'· .·. 
.. 
'· .. . 
, . .,. . 
. ,. 
~" .· .. ·· - ' . · . ~' · .. . . 
• ' • · , . : : . \ ·. "' r'f . · · , ·~ · 
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Figure 6. An abbr-eviated .ver ~ijn of -a dendrogram o"btained ~ 
--
using 135 binary tests~ 115 .OTU, }accard 
iJI '-
..• 
" coefficient and average linkage iluste~ing method. 











Numbers. below cluster lettering indicat~s .. ~umber 
of QTU ·ass·o<aiated in· cluster ·. The Y-axis gives-.-
·. 
the simila·r·i ty . valqe~ at which oTO . aqd· c).usters 
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I t • •.., ' o • ' 
·, Figure 7. An abbre~iat~d vera ion of a dendtogram · obtaj.ne9 :· 
u~g ·135 binary : te.sts, · 'i~s OTU, .simple ·' 
. ' 
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. mafchi.rig 1.> ?o~ffi~ient ~ :ihgle linka' 
clustering~ method:. oi'u w.tich .~lustered with 
' .. ~t~o . or !l'~rej OTU -w~·re .label~ith th~ letter. 
.;; 
assigne~ to~ in ·Fig 5. Numbers .below cluster 
•- r 
- . -~ett·erin~ indicates l number of OTU associated ~ 
-j 
-lettering cluster. The Y-axis gives t .he 
similarity values at whichrOTu apd clust~rs 
. ~ ..._, 
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\ . : Figu~.; 8. olin abbreYiated vets~{ .of ·a dendrogram· ~btained) 
. f." 
·1 
using 13j b.iirary .tests, . 115 ~u, simpjLe 
matchlng~oeffici~nt.and density dlusteri~g • 
~~h cl~ste.r;ed with~ t~o or more ·oTU were 
labelled with the letter)assigned to it in. Fig s. 
Numbers below cluste.r ;e\,t_!1in~- in~icates . number· 
of OTU _ asso~iated ~cluster. T~e Y-axis gives 
the s.imllari ~y, val~-es ·-L~hich OTU. and clusters 
of OTU merge. 
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Figure 9. An -abbJeviate'd ver si."on. of'_· a · dendrogram obtained 
. ,, 
""· ' ' 
u~ ing· 13.5 b'!na ry. tests, 11 S · OTU, Eucl ide a~ 
. ' . I . 
distance coefficien.t- and• reloc'ate clustering. 
• • 





lettering indicates number of .OTU associated in 
' ~ '-
cluster. The Y-axis gives the dissimilarl~ 
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'~ F9r ~e _p~rpose·s :1of i~nti~ca~~on, · 31 type cultur.es_ M 
~nd 10 reference OTu-were ad~ed to the. previously 
constructed data matrix. These were .listed.i~ · Tab1e 2 and 
. . . . I· / · . 
3. Then, _ fermentative OTU wer~ separated from 
.. . . . . . ) . ' ./ ." . . . . . 
non--fermentative OTU. A list · of the 114 biochemical' tests 
' ' . . 
• 0 
with · correSJ?Onding test . nu~ber is found in Table i, Appendix. 
' ' .. 
B. · The data matrix for ferment'ative and non-fermentative 
. ,. ~ - . ~ ~ 
OTU ~haracters i~!_se_en in Tabies ·:·2 and Table t . · 
• 
respectively in Appendix B. . -
Simple matching£with single linkage .clustering was used 
.. 
to ~etermine· the relationship ~between type and ref~~e~ce 
. . · \ . . ---
strains.· . In . t~~~.i, 114 "Char·acter isti~s. _a~d as fermentative 
·- oTU were -investigated. 0~~ hundr~d and '·fourteen 
• 
·t , 
characte~istics- were used with ~72 non-fermentative OTU • 
. -. . . . ( ' . 
The .. type and reference · ~ultures 'were used to·· ·help -~ -
-: .'\ . 
. identify the OTU. In addition it \'" .necessary ... co ""\ .• 
p~~;.ished det~r~inative· schemes_ to. complete- the . . , 
identification .• " The sch,emes used were fro& the 9th edition. 
of Bergey's Manual. of ,Systematic ·Bacteriology (Krieg~ 1984) . .. 
. These a~e. given in Ta.ble a .• 
' .. 
-- . 




' ! . . 
The dend~ogram ob.tained. by · simple ·matching ·coefficient 
' I ' ' ' ·,' • ' ' o ' ' • ' • t • •' ' ' 
'single linkag.E).clust\~.ing is showi:~ . in Fig. 10. ·At a 
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Table ... OTU which~did not cluster consistantly. . . ~ Shown is the,regiQn. of ·isolation and 
·cor~esponding OTU .d'signation of strain. ~ 
OTU · Source isolatfon-
• J . 
--------------------~-~--------------------... 
· 1 pelagic ;""1St 
. 3 pelagic 
15 . pelagic 
27 ! · pelagic 
30 ~ benthic 
1st 







3.7 benthic 1st 
44 ben.thic 1st 
53 benthic 1st 
58 benthic 1st 






r { •• 




- ~~ pelagic 
2nd 
• 
:108 · benth~c 1st 
1;1,.}-"'-t ~ type ·· I • / 
--------. ---------------------------~------ ~ ~ ~ 1 1st isola~ion (Nov.~l9~2) or 2nd isolation CJune,l983) • 
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·dissimilarity value of ,ea. 0. 87 ,. 7 clusters wer.e obtained. 
The first;. clust'er cons~sted of the OTU 21, 22,. 23., 24, 25, 
• \) 
26i .31, 112 and 113 with a type culture vibrio 
Pa,cahemolytiCus (J\TCC 17802) ··and BRN44, a reference V-ibr.io · 
isolated by Holloban (1982). These OTU were ·a~l 
. . . ' 
. constituents of . cluster C (Table .5) which re~ired 
. . ~ 
sodium-ions, . were motile with. polar ~lage~l.ll:~ ·rxida,se 
pasitive, and abie· :t~ ~t;;i.lize o:..glucose,· maltose and 
D-mannitol as sole sour~es of carbon·. These OTU wer,.. from 
.... 
. . . 
both the pelagic- and ep~thic regi~ns from the first 
isolation. Referen.ce strain BRN44. from Alar'.ia esc.ulehta, 
clus:ered wit~ 6TU 31 at ·a sirnila~ity v~lue of .0.90. ~ 
,, 
· parahemolyticus (ATCC 17802~•~lustered at a 0.88% similarity 
• 
. with this cluster. All strains in this cluster were 
. . 
. . 
tentatively identifie,d· a~7 Vibrio. · 
.. 
A second cl~ster consis~ed of QTU from cluster A (Table 
• 
5) and Yibti·o type cultures. At a simi,larity value of 0 .98·, 
vibrio alonsis (LDC 9067)- and Vibz;io 
.. • 33125) _ cluste:_re--th OTU 7 9 ~ 80; 86 ' , 87, 
These OTU .were original{? part ·.of ·cluster 
. r , ,. 
,,.. + 
Pelagic strains from the Jtine, 1983 isolattbn. 
. . 
'thtf pelag.ic OTU h-a~ a sod!um+ion ·requirement . 
mot;!~.e·. · None was able. to .~tilize D-fr~ctose1 • 
\ "': ,, 
OTU were · identified a~ Aeromorias. 
' •l ' ' • • 
· .. oxi'~a~e • . ~egat.ive . ... ·s_ec_aus~~- lacke~ a sod 
r'eq'uirement they were not identified as 
I 
f 
., .. .. • 
.. . 
·J . . ,• 





Not all of 
ut 'all were 
t; l 
All were 
sp~ · These 
3 2 , 3 7 ·, . ~ ~-
. ' ' 
, . 
.. , 
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. 
Sources of the diagnostic schemes used 
to · id~~tify pelagic and epibenthic ·OTU 
from ~e·Northwest Atlantic Ocean near 
Newfoundland. · · · · · · 
.Reference 
\ I J 
. . 
-------------------~---------------------------------------. . . 
,Aeromonas Popoff (1984 >; • 
: , 
. · .. ) 
, . 
' ' 















.aaumann and Sf~ubert C1f~4). 
Bau~ann, Gauth~e~ ·an~aumann· (1984) •. 
8olmes, Ow~n and McMeekin (1984) • . 
Palleroni ~1984) • 
Vibrio Baumann, Furness and Lee (1984)J 
• 
1 Baumann and Schubert (1984) • ~ 
J.' . . . . ·~ 
--- ... _____ --------... -----.-.--~-~----------------- ... --------,~-.- . 
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J ~ • 
Figu~e 10. Dendrogram obtained using ~14 binary tests ., 
• 85 fermentative OTU, ·· simple matching 
... 
coefficient and single l~nkage clustering method. 
The Y-axis gives th~ rim1larity values at which --._ 
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and . 89 w.ere pelagic ~nd ep~ben~hic,strai~s from November, f 
. 1982 and rne~ 1,83 'isolation~. 'rhl!s~ O'l'U cl~tt.teied ~1ith 
the l~tter · o~U as· well as the type, strains· Vibrid""'fiacbert · 
.. . . . . . . . . . .... 
. . ' 
-~- . 
. ~, · 
{ATCC. 7744), Vibrio aam~aa (LDC 7588), , vibrio ·lqgei,.·JA~CC · .. :· 
. ·zggas> ,. and vibr~o co~ti~ola CLDC 9013L at .. a o~~o· . -~i~~l~r~ity · .. . 
. . ~·· .. .. . . . . ~' . ; . . . ·.. . . . ... :; .· .......--. . . 
valua. : A1L.except OTU 32 and 89, wh~ch did not r~qufr~ · . 
• .. ' ,·' • ' , : ' v ' • , :. I 
-ru.,sodium-ions, ,were_: i~entif ied ~tJ Vibrio sp. · : OTU' .32 was 
. . .. . 
.oxidase positive, motile, able to litllize D-gl11co.sE!_, 
~ ' . ( 




properties Qf. Aetomgnas. OTU S9 could not . be identified. 
'"' • .'t "' ·~ ....,.... ... 4 • 
1he next cluster consi~ted predominately of OTU 'rom 
tt • t • 
clust'er .D .<Table · 5_), .. b~t sev.er~l o~~rom .. clusters~ \..<T;b.le 
5) and c (Table 5) were also present • . Type or reference 
str~ins _didnot ciu~t~r with ~\>is-.f;oup. ll.ll, ~~tiin ':ii1' . 
cluster. req~ired s~dium·i.on.s, "'er~ mot;.ile', ~xi~as+posi~s/e·' 
ut.i1 ized ri-gluci:~e and D_-fr uct.o·se. Only OTU ·13. wa dnati1e ..-:.. 
• t 'f I (." • 
to utilize ~-mbnni\ol. , ... ·. · / .. ~ . 
OTU 7, lO,o12, 13,~16, 17, -19·, · ~ and,27 .w.ere · ~bie to . '\ .. 
,• . "• ~ u~ilize glycerol. Wit~ the · exc~pt'ion ~£ OTU. 7, 8, 9, 1'0 and 
. . .. -~ I . .. . . · ~:; ,_ . 
14 ,. allJ were able to utili~e maltose as· ·a so1e source 9f ,_ 
~A· · 
carbon. · Lipase activity was apparent in OTU 4., ... s·, 12 ,it 
. ,. ; • 
ao , 2 4 ~n(1 28. These OTU . did ·not· accumulate PQB, we!Y 
"" -
. . . . . ' . ; .. 
polarly flagell.ate'd and! .requite? sodi1:1m-i9ns. . They ~we·re. 







. ·tenta~i~~ly i _dentified as VibAo. . . , r:. • ,. . • .... ( . · , : ._ • • 
. • ,_\ • I . •' .;. . , ·~ Clustet J (Table ·.5) was the tightest cl_uster ·at a . : : · · · 
• ' • I ... \ 
..... simti4uity' val.ue 
. ; . . . 
of o .952 .,;. '!'his• had· pelagic ·o~u· · frdin at~ 
; . . . / . .._ · ... . . . ' . 
" . j . • '. ~ .. ) - J J. .. . ... .. . ... •• 1 ~.. .. -.. . ;. ' . 
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' - ,- - L - ~---: -....-.. "- • . .. ..... _,!! • - ' ,~ ... •• • 
\ ' .,. . 
, 
·-84-
June, 1983 isola~ion. These OTU showed no sodium~on 
~ . -
requirement, were qxidase ·negative, orange pigm~nted, able 
to util-ize ·a. wide variety . of carbo~ compounds, t&nd .~ne ~as l 
motile with two polar flagella.· 'l'ft~tathte id:.Etif ication of 
. -
.. these OT.U W$16 difficult because they were oxidase · _negat,iv"t?· 
This suggested th_at · thes~ OTU were· neither Vi~rlo •10r 
, , II . 
,~e~omonas. Nor· could they be classify as Flayobacterium .· 
I . • . • . ~ ' .........._ • 
b~;,~~Be thioy' ~ejr fermeQtat:ve, .~Otile, di.spl!.yed Bil'!rmlng .. 
·activ.itY, .. and were. oxidas.e negative. L: T~ese , OTU cotil_d."not be 
• .: 'J - · • • • : ~ • 't • ~ • '-.... ' 
. assigned to the genus .Cytophaga because .thts genus .was 
' 
. 
. " ' . ' - , ' 
· . . , -
Qxidative · and oxidase ppsitive. . This ·clust~i: remain~d 
' , . ,.,. .. 
un identif ied.-1 . 
· ·· .OTU ··a.4 .and :as ,;,e(: found · i~ c~ustet_:i:- B.oth. di.d not · 
~ ~ . ~ 
require sodium-ions·. /'l!owever both OTU utilized D-mannitol, · · 
~-glucose, D-fruct~ and w~r~ catalase po~itive and motq.e . .. 
' . • I 
~ OTU a5 waa able to utilize gl~cerol and was oxidas; . 
~ - I 
1 positiye • . qTU SS was tenta~ively identified as·Aetomonas • 
• 
OTU a~ could not·. be identified. 
ii) N"Dn---;:en~ativ~ ~OT~7 · o~id.at~ve metabolism. 
....... ' o I \, 
, 1 ~ ~. 
The dendrogram obtained by simple· matching coeff~ci~nt 
with single lin.ka'ge c~ust~r~n_g_ is _shown 'in Fig. 11.· At .cA· 
. . 
· 0~85 similar·ity val14e, several clusters were formed. · The 
. ·--... 
.. . . . 
... first cluster consisted of OTU 2, 11, 29, ~9, 40, 42, 43, 
_.. . ' . 
44, 46, 47, 4a, 49, so, s1, 52, 54, s5, s6, s7, sa ·, -62, a2 , · 
91~ 96, 98, 102, 104, 105, 1 06 and 107 from clusters A, B 
................ .. ·.~ 
, . . 
------· 
\ 




, _; . --
1·-
• . 
'\ • 't I 
· ~--....... :- . 
-- . ---




,d G .. 
1::,..,.. OTU frQIIL cluster 
-








simila~ity value of ~· 0.90. OTU 911 961 1021 104 a~d 105 
were ,June strains which ~ad' a 0.98 -- similarityt .to tY:pe 
oul ture AlteromQnas luteoviolacea .... ~ATCC 33492)'. OTU 29, 58, · 
' ' 
. ' . ," ......___ . 
8) and 91 had a ·o.a9 similarity to type culture Alteromona~---
- Jlllt:eraCieDs !AT9c 80'17) • . WI~h the excep~ion ,of _ ~- 29, :1~ 
requited sodiurn-ion·s and were motile. · AlJ. utilized~ -~ 
' ' ' .·~~ ·.• ' 
D-glucose ex·cept for .the .OTU 29, 82 1 91 and .96. OTU 82 · --:.. __ "'--
. .. ' .• .. . . 
. utilized D-fructose as a sole source of' ' _carb~J'l·' . OTU,29, 102 
. ... 
. . , . ' 
· ~nd 104 utili~ed ot-m~late. · This cluster was i.dent~fied as · 
' . . ~ . / 
· ' ~... ~
belongi-n<1 to ,th=e..a-"'T'gl'lCioenus · Altetomona·s. -
Another subcluster was ~orme.d qy OTU 2, 11, 391 4.0, 42, 
so, 51, 43, 44', 46, 4-8~ 49,, 54, 55, 56, ·57 and 62, at a ' 
~ . . . . 
similarity value of 0.88. -oTu in this subcult'ure ~ere . 
. ·-
' - '. mostl~ from cluster G (Table 5) an~ · consisted of strains 
' """- . . . 
fr .. om the pel_agic: and epibenth~·c regions - -~~llected in . . 
Nove~ber, 1982. These pTu were ·unable . to utilize D-xylose '· 
-, 
L-a~abiqose, D-fucose, L-rh~mnose, ~elibi~se, lactose,· 




. ~ - . 
D-C->-tartrate,· .1'\lesG-ta~trate, isopropanol, DL-norleucine, \' 
L-citrulline, DL-~-~in~butyrate, . ti-aminobenzoate~ 
• .. ... > ~ ' 
' ' .,..... . . 
benzylamine, nicotinlilte,, nicotinamide, D~sorbitol1 ·· 
i • 
m-hydroxybenzo~te or produce the extracelluar' enzyrne 
. ·--- I . . 
_:.- ' . ' . 
alginase. All OTU were able to util·ize acetate, .. DL~lactate . 
'CI 
' ' 
and pyruvate as sole carbon s·ources ~ With the ex 











. .. -- ..... ' . 
· Fi_gu.re 11. Dendrogram. 9,bta:ined using 114 binary te~ts ~ 
" · • J ... ••••• . 
----· 
_ __ ..J 
•• 
71· non-fermen~ve OTU, simple matching 
. ' 
· coeff ici'e~t and single --ri~ka·g~ cluster ~rig method. 
. . .. 
The Y-axis gives the similar:ity values at which 
'· 
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OTU 44., all 9TU we.re able ·to . u~ili.ze DL-~al~te;, · Qnly OTU ·• 
• • of .;" 
52, 57 and _62 . were un~ble to ut~ilize gluccina,. ·All OTU 
we;e polarly ·flagellated, motile and w.ith. tlie exception of 
. OTO .52, S7 .and 627,- r~quired sodium-ions. These OTU• were 
ten~atively '·as·signed t:o the genus Pseudomonas. 
,~ ' . 
. ..rrhe .. final· subcll.,lster consi,sted of. OTU 4 7, 106 ·and · 107 · 
· whlcli were oxidative . stains fr~rn · cl'uster B (Table · 5 ·f. : All .. · ( 
0 .' 
. : ·.' . . . . ' ' ·. . "' 
. were benthic· strains· a~d required sodium-ions . for g:tc;>wth. · .· · 0 
· Thea~ .OTU ·,were . ~ble · ~o ·util.iz·e ~~maiate; o-.sarbi~oi, --. . ; . .. 
' . --;. ··* . . . 
i . ' . . 0 • • ' • • • --- ~ ~ • • 
m-hydroxybenzoate·, ·.glucose, celliobiose, and .. propionate· •. ..___ · · 
' . ' ' . .. ·-
... 
. •. . 
All were oxidase· · posit~y.;r -and · utilized arorna~ic co~pounda · · 
. . . . ' .. . . 
via ortho ·cleavage•r: Tb'ese"· oTu ~ould .: n~.t. utl"1ize ·ac~tatef : · ·.· ·: 
. . . 
but were al;>le to · util~z.e D...;glucose and' D-tr.uctQpe •. ·.This . . . 
. . I 
grc;>..YP .. of OTU was identified · as Ai'terbmonas. · 
• o .. ; I 
.·· . 
· . A~· -a similarity leve.l of: .cA." . 0·:.861 r~efere~ce_~yi_t_~r·e · _ .
. I .. : .. - ·-···-- ......... :-··-.. --;· : ...-.. ' .•. . ' ·, .. . ·.·- ~-. --:- -.-. -. ·. . 
BRN67 - (Alteromonas) fu!;ed wi·th ·these ; OTU. Re'fe'renc~ culture 
. , \ . - . : . 
. ., 
,..._ \ ' 
· . . BRN67 'was . isola~ed £"rom ~·e seaw~ed. Alaria esculenta. . 
.. 
. -..... .. . \ 
~ OTU 33, '4-l'i'. ·45, ?1:, 10.9, 110, }14 - ~nd 115 .. were · all' 
• • ' ' 0 . • ' • • ' ' • • 0 ' • • 
\j. .epib~n~h~c·. st,~~ins . ~rigina~_1y in cluster~ -~ · CT_a~le 0~). • ~l1 : . OTU 10. this c1.uster were· able to hydroly.se . starch. Jii th ~e ' . ~ . ' ' . 0 ' l 0 ' • 
exce~tion. of OTU 41 a~~ .114 '. ·all OTU in>~his· cluater were·'· 
~ ~ 
• ·.-- orange pigmented and non-motile. .OTU 4S, 47 ,··· 1~9 an~ l .:J,J)·.· .... 
. .,. 
were tentatively. ide~tlf.ied ·as · Flavobacterium ~ ·.Because OTU · 
' . . . ,.·· ' ' ' . f . . . ~ . . . . .. ~ · . . 
33 and 115 demonstrated agarase activity . ~bey . could. not be : · . 
. ·. ., . . ' . 
assigned to tpe genus. 
OTU 3S'; 60 and 61 were epi~~·nthiC? ~tr.a:+ris· and·· represent 
~ 
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' I• • 
OTU from cluster p -. (Table ·s >. -None· ~f -t:hese ~OTU- were able 
-\ 
\ 
. " f • • • 
· to util'ize _ D~xylose(/ D-fucqse, L-rhamnoife, D-mannos~.~ 
. . . . ' ' . . 
: .. _,. I . " • '.. . . 
mel~biose, iac£o~e~ ~nulin, saltcin~ n-a6etyl~tu~o~amine, \ 





oxaiat·e, maleate:, D_;(-)-tartrate; m~so-inositoi', adonitol,· 
' a • • •' • , ; 
DL-nor l~uci.ne , - L-ei truiline, -DL-~c(' ~inobutyrate·~ 
·. ' .. · ' . - ' ' ' .. i ' .. ··. ' . 
_p-aminobehzoate·, benzy.l4IO"i~e ·,-~ 1nicoti'nate, and nico~inamide·. ' 
:· / · . _., .: · .. _. · -.-.: .· ·,, '· ..• ,"\ L·.,, _, \•, •. '•. , • 
~one . of these QTU :produced :the extracellula-r· enzymes 
0 • : ,.> 
..,. 
. I' 
. ; . 
" ''"- I 
C' • • ' • 
," : .. 
.. 
... , ·a-lgina;e-'~r - -~hitln~-s~·;· bu~ ·were: .able to ·. ~emo-nstrate .. the 
... / .· . .. ' · . . ·~:· ,/~. .·. . . ' . . ·. . . . . . .. ~ 
·/_ .: .. · > abili~{ t_o .- def\i'tr-_if~ • . _.All the -~TU _were : ~ble to utilize. _. , 
I . . . ~ . . . . . . : . 
1
_ •• : ·ac;etate; D~;A..;.lactate, : pyruvat-e~ D-g-l_uco~e- .anq gluconate ' as ·' 
'. ' # ' "- ·_ . ' ·- ' ' . -. ' ... ' ' ' ' . ' . '. . ' ' . . . 
.. · .; ~ . . 
sole car;b_qn ~ou~ce$ • . Since all; ·OTU r.equix:ed .sodium-ions · and 
" ' "' o • .~ • t • • ./' • ' • • '• o • ' " • o :_•i • I • • ' , • : ' • ' ' • ' • 
·-.wer~ ·motile . with' l?olar flagell-ation, this gr~up of OTU w-~~e : . / 
'·....... . . 
' . 
tentatively·. identified·as · Paeudo~onas. · · .. < · · 
·. : · :· .. In. su~:ar~-, ,-i"dent-~fica.tl~ns at ·~_e . g~dric· level· we·re 
- - ... - .. - ~ -- . -L- - -
· .. in.acTe a~d are prt;tsentedlnTaole 9. ,. Fermenta·tive--=-o=TU==-.-w-e_r_e-~-'---':--
. . . . . ' . . ' .. 
'. ' 
. . ,• 
: : I 
.- ·. . · · Vibrio ·a~d. "Atuomonas. -_ ··tn gene.ra:tr Vib-r"''i~o~s--p-e'-c-'-i-e_s_w-ere·_ -.. 
,· . . ' :. .· ·~ . ' . . . · . ' ~ ... . , 
appare_nt ,in not" only epibenthic regions -of ~e water. ·column-, 
• • • · 41 .. . ' ' 
. . ·. . . 
but in ·the .Pel_agic regions during -both -the November · and ·June -
,t ' . 
'. . ' .. 1 ' • • ·aa~pling' ~riod. · · Aerdmohas wi:ls ·- ten-tatively . i -dentified · in ; 
/ 
I - .. · .... 










~ (/ .i . 
t,. -;.;JT; _z, ·: 
·the 'pelagJ,c . zone from the- June, 1983 sampling period and an 
~ . ,. .. .. 




' period. I Or~nge pigmented Flayoba_ctetiwn ,species ··were also~ 
§~covered from· the- epibenthic region •. However, .pigmented 
' ... . ' . ' ( ' ~ . ' . . . ' . ' 
bact~r ia . were. n~t .-' lim.ite? to ,the epibenthic . regiOnf3. -· . . 
.. ' ... . ' . . ' ' . . . , . ' 
Sev~ral .pigme~ted strains were l\PParent 1n the ·.pelagic. zone . 
- . ' 
.... during tb'e ·June t'solatioh. A_small . group of· _orange · 
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• . .· . . 
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-90- ' . ... 
9 .• S~Inlna .. Q'~of .tentatively· identified OTU. I . .Shown~iJ the Operational Taxonomic Unit (QTU) number, 
the type \str~in <~.> .• used to . assist Jdentificat:ion · 
~!rype) ~ region and date of ·isolation of OTU, and· ~e 
tentative ide.nti·f,ication of . OTU. November., · 1982 
. and June,: ·1-983 isolates ~re · coded as I Nov. I and .. 
1 June 1 respecti.yely. '\ · 
. . ... . 
• . l ~ 
. '. 
. . 
' · · : · ·.Date ~ · ·Region of 
• ·. O',l'!J No •. .- ~pe... . · isola.ted.· isQ).ation 
. ·--·---~-·-----:-.;.._ _______________ ~ ~--~-- ... -....--
Tentativ.e :. 
iden~ification 
.' 2t~22, ·.23, ·ami44.'. · ·· Nov:. ~· .. -~~l~gl~ 
· ·' 24,25. 26., -. Vibrio·.· . '-· .... .. 
----~-----~-------
' . ~ · :1 \ ~ 
. Vibrio· 1 ' , · 
.' · \: ) .. J;·3. · 112 . . · parahemolytjclia 
. . ::. ·.·. 3,; 6~ . y._· flscberi · .. 
32,37 ~ da:msella . 
epibe~th~c ·· 1 . 




• •••• . \ .... 
' ' · . 






~ logef· · . Nov • 
· Y... costicola · .. 







~ ' . ' . . . 
. . . . ~ 
.· · ep.ibenth.{q ' 
, . . 
. . 
• • 







. 32:' Nov .. 
. . ' 
79,8p,85,86, June 
87,88,90,92 
35,60,61 . ,. Nov~ 
Nov.· 
epi~enthic Aeroinooas· ·. · 
.. 
, p~lag1'c: · 










. ·' epi~enth i-c . . .. 
I . 
. . 
' -..:...~ I , ' ' -epibent~~bacteriym 
. ~ .. 
\ ' 
. 47,106,107 Nov. 
\ •' 
epibentbic -Alte;omonas 
. ' . '' . 
29,58~82,. Alteromgnas . 
;91.,~6, !'02. ·lut·eoviolacea June pelagic 
0 
AU:.e~monQ.; 
104 ~ 105 · ~ .PutrefaCiena . ..J · " 
93,94,95, -(
0 
. \\.June ' pelagic unidentifie,d 0 · ~ 
99 100 ' . •\ . ' •· ' '. . . . . 
I • 
.. 
, . . . \ ' . . ' ·, . . ~\ 









I •', • ~ ' ~ • 
0 J .,. 
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• 
(.p .. · 
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, • •• '•l 
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pigmented bacteria which showed fermentative properties were· 
also recovered during this isolation period • . These strains 
I 
;could ·11ot be ldertt.ilied al thoug_h they liti~ized a · ve~y large ·· 
number of organic compOunds as sole _sour~es of carbon and . \. 0 
- ·energy._ ~everal str~ins . of Pseudo~~h~s wer~ identified. 
0 • • ~ • 
These species · oc:~urred in. epibenthH:~ zones. 
recovered 'from epibentl;lic . sampl'es~ 
I 
' . 
. ~· . 
,t. • : • 
' . 
. : . ....--
-~ _· · .. 
~ . . ' 
--
., 
·. ... . ' .. : .. . 
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' , . I .. 
Ma_r~ne . bac~:~ ~a· ~h:ch . re:~~l~ :~~o~:-a::ache~ .. 
m~tabelize _ an~· · form ·c~l9nle~ on {high .~u~r'ient. so~~c~s are 
kn'own as he,terotrqphs. or eutrop~s <Fukami · .et. ill.., 1.9d3 ). ~ In 
~· 
. \- - . . . . -.-1· ·.. . ... .. . ·.. . . . . 
this· study, \bpcter_ia were· isolated from · sea..,.wa~er · by us~ng ·. · 
. \ . . j' . • • . . . . 
' • l._ I ' f I I :~ • : • ' ' . ' 
. n~~r+ent agar~~o~ta~!~g 2 g or~c ~arbon ~~ litre. 
' The.se ' bacteria would be -heterotrophic rather than . , . f 
. . . 
... 
. . . . I . o.iig~fr9phic . <.~-kagr:-~.et. .a1.~, .·i97i1) •. · · · · . 
~afl!ples we~,e taken' from ··a .~cold , ocean enyironm~nt, and ·~ 
- . . .. \ . . ' . _..-- --\"' . 
::::~:;:::::i :0 b:~:::~:. ei :::r ~::Y:::::~~:::.~r have ,sho~n " · · · 
that .these. · gr_oups predominate in 'the· water of· the Northwe~t 
. . . ' • . I 
A_tlantic Ocean r\ear \ Newfoundlarld. 
. .. I 
. . i 
, · T~e methods ·of. isolation . and media . used to isolate 
Strdris', have diff~re~ in prev, ous studi.e.s. F~r example, . 
Pfister a;."d Bulkholder \ (1965) · isolated.· b~cterla. using a 
mediuin, con,sisting of · :tr~pti~all+ : soyton~·. · yeast· extract . . <YEl 
! · and ~vltamin 8(12) in aged seawater• Other studies such as : , . . . . I . . . 
. ,:. ~ of · O'!ig~ey a.nd co1,;l.i1 ·<y6el, siilgleton. ~d .Sneath 
! . (1973>, Kaneko · .e..t a.l.· (1979)', 1auxhurst .et. .al.· (1980). and 
-· 
... 




If' . · this.' .si:~dy hav; ~s;d the' ni~a cOnSiSting of p;,pi:one, .YE, , minerals and ·agar w~~-le · .~ust-i~n l .al,. (197.9) used a.varlety ··-of media to isola~e stra,ins •. srm~e investigators h.ave used '---. -·-· 
1
/ pou.'r-.pl8te method 't·b isolate•·stfains (Pfister · one~ · .. 
1 








. u • 
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. first dilute water. s~ in sea-wate.tl nutrie'nt broth,· · and 
. . . 
. then . plate samples on nutrlent agar (Singleton and Sneath, 
\ . 
1973). Provide~ that these limitations are recognized a 
I 
c~~parison of genera fr~m ~iffere~t regions can· tie~ma9e. 
In- this study, fermentatiye bacteria were tentatively 
I. :. • . . . . . . ; 
. '\ 
, • . \ ·. . . . , • I 
· .. . j· · .. • .iden~ified ~s Vibri.o~gh_.s~m~ · sp~cies of: tht ~~nus 
.. ~ ( · !eromonas we·re ·present~ · Norif~~entativ..e .strains we,:e ·· 
- ' \o •• ~ . . ... 
.. 
. I .. ~ identifie,d a~ Alter~onaa: ;laJz~bac~e.ri·~ ·-a~~ i)Jeudomonas. 
. J. ·_ I • • '·. . • • ~ ,,.. • • .. ' • • • • til \ • ' : ~ I .... " 
. , I 
Spec~es ~the gener.e~: Photo~:?acterium, Cbromobact~ri·um~ . \ 
/. Artha;ob~Cter, Aginetobacter-Moriuialla. ~r Cyt;ophaga were · no·~ . 
\ . found in this stuC:Jy. . . .. . ; 
\ .. ~ i.pprOlcfately 2n a~ll '9\ of . the genera l.solat~d in this : 
\ study w~re identifi~d a_s Yibr iO and Aerc:>m6nas r: .~spectively. 
~ The Pfister 'a~d- Burkholder <i96.s>·· st1,1dy of . b~cter~·a from· .. .. the 
' t·-
. ' .... ';. .· . ~ Ant:.arctic ·and tropical oceans did not show either of these \ ' • . ,.,, 
\ genera. Quigley ~nd Col~ell <i96S). found ·that a. 7% ·of · . 
\ th.eir stra'ins , from the . Paci'f ic ·Ocean were N:·romp~as. Ari 
.l a.dditional 7% -of ·tneir strains· were ·either Vibrio -~r 
. '.! ' . . . ' . • ' . . ' .. . 
· ae&omonas~ · Singleton and Sneath ·cl973) ·· foun~·. ~. 413% o..,f 
• --- . . - \ , ' . .:, I 
------._,__ 
1
.strains from -coastal .. New Zealand were Vibrio. Approximately , 
, .. · ~' . . 16% . of the ~trai~s. ~~om -th~ _A~~tin· .e.t. ill. •. ( 1~7 4) study were 
' ' . - ' . . . .. - . --
' ,Yibrip. ··. Hauxhur~t .,et .ai. Cl9'8'0) .fo.und th~t 4% . ancl .46% of.· 




. . . -· 
were respectively, vibrio. A~though no species of the genus 
, • ~ k I • • • i ' . . . • • . . .. \ . 
rAeromonas. were found in the western Gulf of . Ala.ska .. ~ ·an · 
\ 
l . • .. 
I . . . . • • . ~ 
·l addi~~~~al 22' of · the strains from : the eastern Gulf of · -.----
. . 
~ ... ~ · . . ~ ' 
.. / 





. . . . 
~- ·. 






















Alaska could have been either Vibrio or Aeromohas • 
·· "':" 
TheJ::efore, the pr,oportions of Vibrio from the region 
.... ,. 
.- ---· ~ ~ 
examined in th.is study most closely resembleo those '"reported ' 
fr-om th.e we~lf 9£ Alaska CHauxhurst .~ Ai,., 1980l and , , 




. . . 
Singleton and Sneath (19~3). /. 
I 
' _.--- . 
. ..---
. ~ ' 
Approximately 22%. 'and 12% _of~1~he str~ins in Jthi~ study 
were identif i'ed as . Pseudomona.a and Alt'eromona·s . respectively. 
Only 2\ of ~J.As-·were identif.ed as•rl;ivoba~t~ 
Because the nam.e Alter'omonas .. ~as· not proposed .until re~,e~tly 
!~a~mann ~· .aJ..., 1972), many ,studies ~~ve ii>clude~h . 
Pseudomonas· ~nd as the single ·genus Pseudowonas.. 
· EXampleS are the studies)'£ .Pfiste.r alld .Burkho~·-(19~5), · 
Quigley and · Colwell C19f 8) , and Single~on and · ~~e:! (.19~) • 
Approximately 32% and,h % of the strains ·~ :tr.onr-- the Pf later ·and 
Burkholde·r. < 1965) s1iudy w.ere identlf ied as Pseudomonas and . 
I . 
I 
' • • I r • · Flavobacterium respectively. Quigley antl Colwell <.1968) and 
. - / ' . . 
. / ' . ' . . 
. Singlet~n and Sq'a~h.(f973) fotind 8% and~ll% o~ thei~ 
,. - I 
str-ains respectively were· Pseudomonas. Although 40% of the · • 
. I ~ ' 
strai~s cou~~~ .. ~ot ·pe as~igned to ~~y genus .by Ali~n ~ · 
Al.. (1979) { kil• 7% o.f the strains were assigned· to 'tlre genus 
, ' I , 
I 
Pseudomon'as. Kaneko .et Al.. Cl979) found 44~ of their ~ 
. I . o · - . • 
.. .. strains were Flayobacterium_.WM-l.E! only . 3% ·of their strains I . . . . -. 
were ; either· Psetilionmonas, .Altei:omonas or Alcaligenes. · 
·· Alj~oug~ Hauxhura..t .et. .al. (1980) did not find any 
sp., they did find th't Flavobacterium. and 
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-95- \ 
Pseudomonas wer& 1% and 6% of the strains respectively, from 
the e~stern ch.il.f o~~laska. . No species. of the genus. 
Pseudomonas w·ere follnd in the weste-rn Gulf of Alaska but, 
• 19% of the strains were · ei tner Flavobacterium or · C¥topbaga. 
. . . 
Therefore, in this study, ·the proportion of P'Seudomonas; 
. \ 
Alter9monas and Flayobacter'fum re~embled th~se : rep.or-teclby . 
. Pfister and Burkholde~· <i965) if i ·t . i,s tak~n into . account 
• •• ' 0 
I . . ' . 
1· : that ;Pfister .and Burkh9lde+ .. (19'6~> . would not have 
. j.': . . . . -- . . . . --- ·-· 
· '. dif.ferentiated between- PseudomoQaS and Alteromonas • !I. . . . . _, 
:· propori.ion:- of· ...... ~.lloo.X~.Io.U6- was slight.iy h~gh~r than reported 
.. 
The ' 
/ . • _ , r 
·by_.·other This genus bas previously. been 
! ; . I , ' ·' I • -J · ~ . i'• 'i. I ')' /found in Newt'oundland water.s (Hollohan, 1982). 
~· 
. '' ' . j I } . 
. . . ! !, ' ; .. . ] 
:. I ~ ~t ~. j ' \. 
• " f I 1 • ' 
. ; I' 1: ,\ · 1 . I. . . . :~ , 1·: I ' 
... . : ! l ~ \ . 
. I • ~' • · 
' !'' ! . 
: ! . I ·. l \i;: . . I . 
, - . A i 
. ;~ !, I ~ I 
' . ,. l, · 
;' ~ : -~· ... . : , . . :.·, .. \ .. 
· ! . I 
· Vibrio identified in thjs stucy .could be divided into 
th~ee groups. One group~ strains utilized.severpl _ carbon 
·s0urces and was able to . produc~ many .ex~tracellular enzymes·~ 
. "' . I, 
'Unlike two other groups o£..-vfbr i _o, 
. --
the~e strains. ·were not 
. . \ . .. . : ', 
found in·· the. epibenthi~ regi~>ns of t~ter1 column. · 
.. . ~ __... . . . ~ 
pela.gic., and ep'ib~nt.hj.c· 
.( 
; . : .~· \}. ~ _ · Anoth~,. i tjroup occurred in b. oth the 
·II . . ~In 
._ ~ ::;' :. ~~. · . . ·.~regi~rl~ · and did not produ-~e any extracellular ·enzymes 
~ r tt. ~ : 1 ~ 
. 
or · 
~ ' . . 
. . 
~ ., ' 
\ .. ,•, , 
i >:: ·~ , utilize many of the carbon sources tested. The third gr9up 
. . I I ' •. 
· .) · ... ·k X :\~ f ·rorn, the pelag'ic arid ep~benthic. regions, was· able tp ·:produce 
;. · .. · )'·"· . ' •. ... . ' 
4i . , . . I ~ 
1 
'\'}t }~· .· ·<rl one o_r .. ~ore e~tracellular .~nzyrne·~ as . wel~ ·as u:il ize several 
·<t.r·.\ t. , '.1 ' . carboxylic acids. . , 
,·l H: : i .• 
' .,1~ l J ~ ., ' • ' 
.• · ~·r . · ·, ; .; Pseudomonas sp. could be divided ~nto two groups • . · One 
•'" .. j 
1 
b .,. 0 
0 
° I , O 
;_.-~ · group of pseudomonads . utilized .. few carbohyd'rates, alcohol.s 
........... • . J. , . 0 , • (I ' 
I ' • I 
-----: 
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J ·~e .·. several· alco.hols a'\d ~arbo·xylic acids . .. sources. . . . AS 'SO'l e ca·r bol\ . - ~ .· . --· . . 
Qne ~roup of Alteromon~s d~~onattate~ ort~o cleavag~ of , 
. . . 
aromatic compounds. . The other group <>f AJ;hromonaa· did·· not 
\ . . . . 
0 • ' • r I • ' ' ' • Q " <l • .• :·~ J; , • • 
.. ·demo~~tra~re. t:he abil_,ity to cleave. a_.ronta.~-1f:" ~om~oli_nds.~ or . . . - • ._. 
·utiUze lliany , of ·the; carb9~ sou~~es test.ed. _. . ~ -. • . :. \, 
:. ·\ . · Fllayob,actei:~, which ar_~ pignvmted, · a~~· an9,th~p .· .· • 
. \. ' . . . . .,. . . . . . ' 
, . · of\unnamed· ~range-pig~e.pte~~ stra~ns, did .. not- qh~~~ simil~r: ·· . . 
• Co ' • \ • • • ' • , • • • ,i • t • , f ... • • • 
'/ phy~~ie'logiGla,l or nu'ti: itional . ~haia.'cte'r.ji.$t~cs. I'. • · _, ' . : • ,' . • ~ ' .. :·· • V•,_. 
· ~ ·FJ;av-bb~ceerln{D· . ~ilS oxidative, non-~otil.e ·and ,.\l~~:ition~lly .. , 
\ • • !;:t .... - - , • • ' .., 
\ . . ' ~ . " . . - . ...- - --...... . .. 
fastidious. Conversely, the orapge-pigmented unknown 
\ . .__.:.- . "" . 
st-rain~ were ferme'ntative, iii9tile and' able to. ut:iliz~ ·most 
I 
I 
. of the: carbon sources t~sted. . 
Problem~~ere encotintered wh~n s~bculturing of 
~ ... 
. . . 
'' 
bacteria~ strains·, but thi~ _J_§-not uncommon • .. ~t ·haf\ ~be:n. 
• I • ' ' 0 ' j • 
. l 




. ·: . 
-~· r~rrt~d in _othe.r .. s~,~dies- . (~oey.e e.t. ~·, 1975;· Ol.iver· ~-
.. ~...--.al.,., 1982}:.-·. I .Ji .this stuay, les§ ~an 30% of strains 1 
..,._·-
iriitiall_y iso;ta~ed wer~ vtable s'ix · we~ks ·after initial ·. , . .-
.. 
isolation. , Poor viability ~as observed i~ented-and ~ 
. . 
non-pigmented strains.· ·Some pigmented strains showed l·~ttle · ·.· 
or nonexi$tent growth o_n ~.-sin~l~~ carbon subst-rabes. ~aneko 
... . ' ~ 
.e.t. Al· <1979) and Hauxhunit .et ~· . <1980) noted the .... ·.•· ' .... 
· req~i~ement. of v~tamin~ and g~owth factors £of' som·e · str~lns 
- . ' r 
• • 0 ~ .~n their studies . Vita~ins ·or · growth' factors may be neeq~~ .. 
for optimal growth· of some bacteria from ·this region, ae · · 
.• I . 
... 
well. 
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,' c . ~ ~·:. 'Cn:~;:ge:::~:c~~::~:~::::::e d:::::::h::~t::~:::thic 
. . ~ . 
' ' t. ; ~, ·. • 
·, •"i-J• _.-d~o~stra~ed the . ability to produce at least one· or more 
. . ~ l;t . . ' 
~ · .- · ' ·· ~xtracellular enzymes. Most of the pelagic strain·s .. were 
. ,. . . . . . . 
.ferm~nt~tive T'aO%), and consisted of the genera Vibrio and 
' __ .... 
Aeromgnas. ··Although Vibrio and Aeromonas were found in the 
.. . 
- • \ .epibenthic. regions, . most {83%) epibenthic strains had an ·· 
·-:~xid~tive ·metabo_lisin~and cons:isted of ·th'e gener~ 
' ., ' . . 
.... 
~ ... . · ~- Flayobacteriu.m·, Al-teromonas and Pseudompnas. Although .. · 
• · . ~ . v . ~ • 
. ' . . 
- ' · ' • t 
. ·~ : ·riavoba~te,rium . was ~~ ... un~ only·· in· the e~ibenth~c r~~n,·-:• 
, • • \ I 
. . . :. ' . . ' ' . 
. .. ·Aitexomona's and. PSeudomonas · were ~ound in both th~ pel~gic -
.. - '\ . ' 
· ~nd·: ~pibe~thi~ ,·re,9io·ns ~f the water coiumn •. 
' 
. ' . ~ ' 
'· . 
.... 
. ... ··· , ··'l'wo · reference .cultures from Hollohan (l982). showed 
·' . . 
. ' 
similarities · to strains isolated·in this study. Reference 
. ' · , 
. · .. 
·cultu·re . BRN4~ · identified as a VibriQ was isolated' from the 
_.r . . . 
. . . _seaweed fi:laria .esculenta~ T~is cult.~'re merged with vibrd.os r-
. . ' . 
. _,. · . · · . ·. · from the ~lagic r_egi.on described in this study. Reference 
. " . . . . ~ . . 
"" culture ' BRN~7 ~- which was an ·Alteromonas, w.as also -from 
., ' ~ . . . ' ' . 
J • • . ;t. . Alatia esculent~, 
. . . 
This ~1 tur~· . strain .merged · with strain's 
\ . . 
. · .. · \ :· .. · deriv.ed.· f~om. b~th\ ·the p~·lagip and ep~benthi~ .-~gions ~.f.· the 
,IIi ',.. 
· ' . water column. These . results_, ~ugq_ests that Alteroinorias ·is 
... • •I • • ' ;,. • .~ . ' • • •" ~ ' • ' • , - • -
-. 1, . 0 
-•· . . ~ ··' ... . '·· .. .. · .. · ·-~ · wi~ely distribpted . in the marine envir'onment .. in this region • 
.. · · . : ·:. .. The ' .&bundance. of oxidative ·and lack of fermentative . . ' . . ~ . . 
.;~ . ·..; . . . . ' ./. . . . . \ - . . . '•: . . .. 
. .- ~ .. ·.bacteria_· in ·:.tlie . epibenthic regiQns of. ~~ water -column is of · 
:·.!"' ' .' , I • •. , ' 1 t ' ' 1 , • t _.~ •• • .... . 
..... · · . • .:- • · : · ! · . ~r't'i.~c~uf~r i _ntereat • . · It~~ighj:·_ .be suspected .that belol'! · the 
• ._ • ' ~ I. .. I ·'. ~ ' . ~ . 
. ' -~ # • 
.. : , I) - ~~d~wA't~r ·· inter.face, ~mo~ic conditions woul~ provide an 
. .. 
' . 
-·· ' . ·· .. 
.• 
... 
, · . 
• ., :i 
.. 
' " · . 
.. ,, . 
'II n 
. . .. '--~ .. ---~'""'- t . 
.· . . 
' ':'- ., 
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optimal environment for fermentative bacteria. But, anox1c 
condi tiona can begin at dept,h"s of .c.a,.,.. 40 em and greater 
CKepkay and ~ovitsky, 1980). ' The. epibenthic zone Cin 
-
theory), consists Of ·a thin layer of particulate matter, 
v ·· 
. . ' 
sometimes.referrea ~o a~ the mud-water slurry (Quigley and 
Col~ell, 1'~61) or. flocculent material (Novitsky, 198Ja). 
' --Meta.bolic actdvity in these regions is . very high when 
comP,ared to the ~est of the 'wate~ column (Chocai.r and 
.. 
. . Al~right, 1980). Many · active cells are able .to re'act 
immediately to incoming nutrient sou,ces such as detritial 
. • . , · .· ., , r . ~ 
matter filtering through the overlying waters Novitsky, 
.. 
1983a; 198.3b). 
. ' . 
-- . 
. \ For th'is stuay it .w·aa shown that · the· epibenthic region 
predominantly con~isted of oxidative bacteria such as the 
gen~ra Flavoba~tttrium, Pseudomonas and Alteromon.as. With 
. 
the exception . of · the genus ,Flavobacterium, these bacter'ia 
' . . ... 
----- . 
a~s~ occurred in the overlying waters but not in the same 
. . . 
. relative pr;·oportion. Bacteria from both ·the · epibenthic and • 
• • 0 ___ .. - • • 
· pelagic· regions ~ were able to util·ize a number of organic 
' compounds'' as sole sources of carbon and e.nerg'y,. !I'.his. sh_ould 
. . . . . . '/ r..:---
. . 
bene-fit their chances of survival in an aquatic ,environment: 
• I 
' . ~oat o~ th~ · . b~cte·r_~.~- .. ~at prodr-ced biodegra~ative e~oenzyme.s 
were fourid in the pelagic region and not ·in the epibenthic 
. ~ -r~gion: . _It might be ' expected that they . would ~so be fo~nd 
I 
in the ~ediment whicih should ba ·a ri~h source of substrate 
polymers. This could be the subject of a further· 
- .oJ. 
.. 
• I . . ~ .- -,.·· ... -














investigation to determine if tile results of this study are·· 
typical . and, if so, to determine .why the exoenzyme producing 






























1) Pelagic str·ains from the marine environment w~re 
mainly fermentative. 
2) Epib~nthic strains from the marine environment w~re 
mai-n~y oxidative and clustered ·separately from pelagic 
-strains. ...;..--
. I 
3),_Fermentative st~lins-.:were iden,tifie~ as Vibf.ia 
although some~ species . 'of· ~e gen·~S Ae~omonas we~e present. 
. . . 
· 4) Nonferrn~ntative strains were identified as ,, 
Alteromonas, Flavobacterium and PseudomonaS. 
5 > The· relative proportions of the genera were. not .--
identical to those re~orted in othe~ ·studies but most 
.. 
cl~sely resembled ~p~l~tions of bacteria in the western 
Gulf of Alaska, New Zealand, ·and Antarctica. · 
. . 
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Source and date of i~olation, ~nd culture 
collection number <~ No.)-, isolation 
depth and operational taxonomic unit COTU) 
designation• for each strain.· OTU which were 
replicated are~hown with th~ letter A or B · 














































2'037 . 20 
·6001 60 






6010 ' . 60' 
6011 60 
6012 60 
6013 . 60 
6014 60 
. 6015 60 
.6018 60 
.· 6019A 60 
6020A 60 
6021 60 
Nov. • 82 
Nov. "82 
Nov .. ' 82 · · 
Nov. 1 82 
Nov·. 1 82 .. 
Nov. ·'82 .. 
Nov. 1 82 ·) 
Nov. '82 
Nov. 1 82 
··. Nov. 1'82 
Nov. 1 82 
. -· Nov. 1 82 
·Nov. '82 
Nov. 1 82 
Nov. 1 82 
Nov. '82 
Nov. 1 82 
Nov. 1 82 
Nov. 1 82 
.Nov~. 1 82 
Nov. '82 
Nov. '82 
Nov. 1 82 
Nov. 1 82· 
Nov. •a2 : 
Nov. 1 82 




34 032- . 
35 E303 
36~E311 





















6022 ' 60 · Nov. •.92 
Nov. 1 82 
Nov. 1 82 




· ·60 N41 
BENTHIC Nov•·'82 
BENTHIC Nov. 1 82 
· BENTHIC Nov. 1 82 
BEN'l'HIC, . . Nov. ·~ 82 
BENTHIC Nov. 1 82 
BENTHIC ·· ··Nov. '82 · 
. BENTH~C . · Nov·. '82 .· ·· 
BENTHIC . Nov. • 82 · 
BENTHIC . Nov.'82 
BENTHIC Nov~ 1 82 
BENTHIC . Nov • . 1 82 
BEN'l'H.IC Nc;>v. 1 82 
BENTHIC Nov .. 1 82_; 
BENTHIC Nov. 1 82 
BENTHIC ·Nov. 1 82 . 
, BENTHIC Nov. 1 82 
·BENTHIC Nov.'82 
BENTHIC Nov. 1 82 . 
BENTHIC Nov. • 82 
BENTHIC Nov. 1 82 
BENTHIC Nov. 1 82 
BENTHIC Nov. 1 82. 
BENTHIC Nov. 1 82 
BENTHIC· Nov. 1 82 ,-/ 
BENTHIC .Nov. ,. 82 . 
BENTHIC Nov. 1 82 
BENTHIC . Nov. 1 82 
'BENTHIC Nov. • 82 . 
BENTHIC Nov. • 82 . 
BENTHIC Nov. 182 . 
------~-----------------------------~--------------~-------
: Culture collection number. assigned to the strain. 
: Number use~ in· this study. . · 
(a): Samples were taken at either 20m._ 60m depth or from 
the surfac.e of the benth~c zone . (epibent.hic) • 
.. 
. ' ( . 
. ·. ' 
•, I I , , ·I . 
' • 
.... 




CTable 1 continued) 
cc cc 
_ , 




Sou tee Date · 
----~~---~-----------------------------~---------------~--~ 61 . N42 ~ BENTHIC Nov. '82 91 14 60 Jqne'83 
62 N75 BENTHIC Nov. r 82 92 15 60 June'83 
63 27.214 TYPE 93 16 60 June'83 
64' . 2737 4 TYPE 94 17 60 June'83 
65 27;1.23 TYPE 95 1'8 60. Jun.e '8.3 
66 25915 ·TYPE 96 19 60 June'83 
~- 67· ·. 259!'4 TYPE 97, 20 60 June'83 
. 68 
.' 27126 .. TYP2 .,.. '98 21 60 June'B3 
69 ... 27125 .TYPE.· 99 22' 60 June'83 
70 · 2~660 TYPE ·too . 23 . . • 60 June'B3 7-1. 11040 .TYPE 
•• 
101 ·21 60 ·crune' 83· 
• '7.2 29659 . TYPE .. 102 25 .60 JUn~ I 9:3 
2'6 ' ... ' : ~une'83 ·: ·. 7~ .271~8 TYPE . '103 . . 60 
74 27119 TYPE 104. 3'0 :· ·60 · June'83 
75 27132 TYPE 105 31 60' June'83 
76 E13043A T~PE 106 M334B BENTHIC Nov. 1·82 
77 .1,4400 TYPE ·107 M333 BENTHIC . No~ 1 82 
78 E13043B TYPE 108 M313A BENTHIC Nov. 1 82 
79 1 60 June•·a3·· . 109 M315B BENTHIC Nov. 1 82 
80 2 60 June'83 110 M313B BENTHIC Nov. 1 82 
81 3 . 60 June 1 83 111 27562 TYPE 
82- 5 60 June 1 83 . 112 6020B 60 Nov. 1 82 
83 6 60 June 1 83 113 6019B 60 Nov~~ 
84 7 60 Junei83 114 S317B BENTHIC Nov. I at"' ·-
85 8 60 June·• 83 115 DB12B BENTHIC Nov. 1 82 
86 9 ' 60 June 1:83 " 8( 10 60 Jtine'83 
88 11 60 ··June 1 83 
89 12 60 June'83 
90 13 0 60 June'83 
- -------------~--------------------------------~------------
'! .i . • . .. 
. . . 
' . 
. ·' 
t' ~ • . \ 
_ _ ,.,.,. ...... _ J' 
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Table 2. List of 135 binary tests with corresponding 
~st numbe~, used for numerical analyses of 115 OTU • 
. ____- · 
----Teat -number Test 
.•. 
-
1 c( -AMINOVALERA'.!'E 
2 ACETATE 
3 .~CONITATE 
4 ADENINE ·· ( 
·, 5· ADO~ITOL 
. 6· AGARASt 
fl T AD I PATE ~ 
8 S -AMINOVALERATE 
.. 
























Table 2 continued ••• 
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Table 2 continued ••• 
Test number Test 
------------~-------~~---~-~~------------
# 





. . .. 
so ' . DL-GLYCERATE •. ' : .. 
·; 
. ' 
51 -• ' DL-KYNURENATE 
52 DL-LACTATE 












62 . ~-AMINOBUTYRATE 
..,.. 
63 GELATINASE 












Table 2 continued ••• 
Test number Test • 
-------w--------------------------------- I \ 
67 GLYCOCHOLATE !- ·: 
/ 
68 GROWTH(5 deg C) 
69 GROWTH (35 de<l_ c·> .. 
• 
. . 70 r··<~Gn:owT!I <·40 c;1eg C) 
-: 














~ . - - ---
82 L-(+)-TARTRATE 









,· ..,..: / .. 











. . ) 
\. - · 1 
~.;.~· '. : . 
':· 
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Table 2 continued ••• 







L-t-1AL1\T~. ·· . 















101 M-HYDROBENZOATE . 













' . ---· 
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' I 
OTU __.,., ~TEST I ~ ,-
t 
' 1 2 I 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 r 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
1 -· + 
2· + + + + + 
11.:· 
-, 
·~ 3 .,.. 






.. 6 ·- ~ 
- : --;-.7 + ...;. + .,.. + .+ 
8 
,...,. · 
'/ +. + . + 
-
+· + ~ 
. ,. ,. 
·' 9 + + + ;:::--- ~ + +· 
,:10 + + + "t 
,. 
+ ·-
11 + + +· .L +'i .- + of2 
12 + + + + + +. 
13. + + + + + + 
'14 + + +· + - · J + '•+ 
15 + + + -. ·+ + • 
" 16 " + +. + -~ -. ·+ - .... +-· 
17 + + + + + 
18 .: ' + + + + + 
19 + +' + .:.. + + 
20 + + + + + 
.) 




~3 + . -· -
24 :J + 25 - \. 
-
+ 
26 ~ + + .... -. 
+\ + ' 27 + + ~ + 




-30 + + + _ , ... - ..:. 
' 31 t • + + + ':" + ..; \.. 32 + ' - r - . ~\ ~3 c- + + + ..... + + 




35 + + + + + + + 
3t; ·+ + ·.+ + .., :f" 
_ .. ~ 
( 
.. 37 + + ·-v 
:3Q + + + ~ ... .+ + 
39 ~ + + + - + + 
40' 
+""! + + --~ I .... 
















































































+ + · + 
+ 
+ + + 
+--+ + 
+ + '+ 
+ + 




























































































































. + . - ..:. 
- · + + 
+' 











+ + + 
+ + - .-
+ • + + 
+ + + 
+ + 
+ + +· 
+ + - . + 
+ 
+ 
- f+ + + -· + 
+ + + + 
+ 
+ '+ + 
- - -
















+ . + 


















·.· .. · •.... ,.. .,._...., . 
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Taple 3 (continued ••• > · 
, I.. TEST I 
2; 22 23 2f 25 26 27 28 2! 30 3! 32 33 34 3! 36 37• 38 39 4~ 





+ ,_ + 











+ - ~ - + . 













+ + + 
+ + 
+ - . + 
+ +. 










. + + . -
+ + -














+ + + + 
+ ...: + + + ~ + + 
+ + + + + + + 
+ + + + . - + + + 
+ +t'- + + + + + 
+ + + + + -· + + 













-. + + + + 
+ + + + 
+ + + + 
+ + 
+ + . - + 




















+ + + 
+ - + + 





'+ ~· + 

























































+ . - ""+ 
+ + 
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+ + + + 
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+ + ' 
+- =rr:v 









+ + +__../+ - + -
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+ /~- + + 
+· + + 
+ + + + + 
+ + + + 









' ' • . 
O'Jb 
I 




21 22 23 . 24 25 26 27 28 ·.29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 ~9 .40 
81 + 
82 + 
83 . . + . 
. 84 +. +-
85 + + 
































·- + . -
+ + + + -
+. + + + + 
-








+ + + 
+ + + 
+ . + + 
+· + 
+ ·-
- + +· 
- - -~ + 
- --
+ ~ + + 
+ . + + + 
+ 





- - • + + + + + 
+ +~ +' + 











































































+ - · 
+ + + + + ·+ 
+ ' + ++ ++ 
+ + 
.,. + 
++ ++ + + + + 




- - _........ -


















+ ' + 
+ 
+ -+. + 
-· ... + + + · + 
·-
• 
+ + + + 










+ + - + + 
. .. :1' + 
+ + . + + 
+ - - + +' + . + 
+ ..... - + 
+ + 


















































. " . 
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Table 3 <continued ••• ) I 
TEST t 
















+ + . -
+ +c. - + 
+ + + 
+ 








+ + + 
+. + + 
+ + + + 
+ + + 



























+ + '• + - ·-
+ + + + 
' + + + + 
+ + + + + 






... + + 
+ . + 
-:j + + 
l 
+ + + ...; 





+. .+ ""':' .- - + + 
+ + + + 
+ + + + 
+ t + +' 
+ + + 







+ • + 
+ + 
+ + 


















- + - + 
. -'.4' + + ·- ~~ - + + 














+ + + + 
+ + 
- ..... '/"+ + 
+ 
... + + 
+ + 
+ . + 














Tabl~ 3 (continued ••• > 
OTU TEST I 
I 
41 42 43 .f44 45 46· 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 












+ + + 
+ 
+ + + 
-· -
-· + + 
- .-· -
-. -


























76 . + 
. - · _ _ 77 -- + 



























































































































... .7 + 
+ + ~·-' - . - + 























































































































- - + 
' • ,., 
+ 
+ 
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Table 3 <continued ••• ) 
. . 
OTU TEST • I 4: r~ 
., 
41· 42 43 44 45 46 49 50 51 52. 53 5~')55 56 57 58 59 60 
~1 ' + + :1 +' + + .- - · + 82 ~ + J. + - .;. 
'.;.. \ I 83' I 
-· +. - , - \: 84 . + +· + •!- + + + + + + -. 
85 + + + !. + + - .+ + + ·+ r - . -86 ~ 
-
- + 
87 . ' . - - .- ' ·\ - - -· + 
88 ) +' . -. "\.. - - .· -89 _ , 
- + + . I -90 + ' - . + .! 
91 + 
92 - 1 - + I 93 + + + . .+ + + + !+ + + + + .+ + + + + 
94 + + + + + +r + i+ + ·+ + + .+ + + +. - + 
95 + + + + + + + / + + + + + + t + + + 
96 
97 + + + + + + + + + 
98 - . 
- -
.... 
99 + l+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
100 + + + ·+ + + + + +· + + + . + + + + 
101 
-· + 102 -
103 ... 
104 ... 
105 .., - . 
106 ,. - + + + + + + + + + + 
107 + + . - + + + + + 
108 + + + + + - · + + + '+ 
/" ,...,., 109 + + + + + + - + '+ + -/ 
110 + + + + + + + + + 
11~ + + + + + + + + + + + +· 
112 + + + + + + + r 113 + + + ..1 + + + 
114 
- .... + + + + + + + + + 




. ;..... .. 
·" . 
.-· 
. . ~ 
·---~- .... 
----
' ~ . 
.l' .. 
. ,. 




Table 3 <continued ••• > 
OTU TEST t 
t ' 
61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77.78 79 86 
1 + 
2 + + + + + - .+ + 
















7 + + - .+ +" - + ~+ + + 8 + + .-
·9 + + + + + 
+. + 10 + + +I + 















12 + + + + 
13 + + + + 
14 + + +. 
15 +· + + + 
16 + + + +. 
17 + + + +' 
18 + + 
19 + + + 


















27· + + .· + + . -




















































- . + 
+ 
+ 






















































































+· + + 
+ + 


















61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 7 4 75 76 77 78 79 80 
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61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76· 77 78 79 J30 
+ + + + + + + ';.. + 










+ +· + 
+ < + + 
- + 


































- + + +·+ + 
- + ' + + + + 
-+ ++ +' + 
+ + + + 
















+ +' \- ; + + + + + - + + + + + + ' + + + + 








of: + +' + 
+ + + + 
+ + 
+ +· - .;,. 
+ + ... -
+ + . + - .- -
+ + 
+ + + -
+ + - -
+ + + + + 
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TEST J 






















































+ 17 + 
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+ + 19 + 
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37 + + 
-· -
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. 38 ·+ 















... 40 + + 
I( I I • 
.. . 
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•• ~ - ·. ·. · · 
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. . . ' t 
• 0 
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- '_. 
. 50 t + ··+ ... ·- . - - ·. + + + · -· ,- + .... + 
. 51 + 
. ·52 .. + . 
+ ~ .:-o' '. - + + :f- -: . . ·+ 
. + ·. - ·+ + - .-... - -
' 53 -· ( + 
54 + +·· 






60 .. + 
-. 
- . -
+ -+· + 
·- ;f-.... - ' -
~ - - + + 
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.- f · -




- -~ . .J 
r+ + - ·'-
-b + 










~ .( , 








+ + · + 
~ / I) . 
+ + + .. +- + . - -1 + -
+- .,... ·- + . . +. - . ..; - . 
63 + + . + + 
+ - ~ + 
.,_.-::" ~: . + 
+ 
+ 
- -· + + + + + · + + --
·64 + + 
+ 




.-68 ~ . + 
; 69 + 
70 + 
71 + 
72 ' + 
73 + 
74 + 
75' ~ ~- + 
76 . . + 
+ -.-1: + -. 
'+.- +· + + 
+. .+· ... + .+ + \:. 
+ - ~+ + 














- t .+ 
·+ 
• + - ·+· + l + 








:f- .• + + 
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+ ·~ + 
+ 
11 + + + ·-+ + + + 
+ ·+ ·+ + ' + +.- + + 
+ +! . :f- . .+. + + 
. 78· ' +- + 




-. i- ~ . - ·. ~-: \ ~- + · ;_ \~+ 
•\ 
·-- ' '\. , ; ..... .. ·  
, .. ... ' 
/ -









































+. - ·· + ·. + 













- ~ . \ 
. . \ 
.; 
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+ ~ ~ + + + 
.:,:. + 























+ +' - . + +. + . -· 
+. 
_+ -- + 























+ + + + + +. + + 
+ 
+ 





























- . + 
+ 
+ ·-
+ + + + + 
+.;. + +\ + + 






+ + + + + - . + 
+ 




. + r+ 
+ : + 
+ + + 
+ 


















+ +' + 





























































































































\ 42. I 
43 
44 .. 
.. 45 + 




















\ 64 + 
65 .-
66 + 

















<continued ••• ) 
TEST I 
103 104 105 106 107 108 
+ 
.... 





...; + + 
+ + + 
+ + + + 
+ + 
-. + ·-
' - + + \... ..:. + + 









+ + + + 
+ + + 


























+ + # 
+ + 











.... . + + 1":-
+ + 
+ + ... 
+ + 
' ( + + 




~· ...  
_....-"' c 
'· 
• ( ' ... . · ;v 
J • • . ' ' 



















































Table 3 (continued. •.) 
.. 
TEST t 
• 101 .102 103 104 105 106 107 108 
+ + 
·-· + + + + 






+ + + + + + + 
+ ·+ + + + + + 
+ + - +--J. ... + + + +' 
••• + + + 
+ + 
+ + + + + + + + 










• + + + - - ·-





+ + + 
+ + -
+ 
\ . - ·+ 
...., 












+ + + 
'+ + •. + 
' + + + 9 -
~ 
--










































































































































































































-+ + + j + 
-. 











-~ Table. 3 (cont;.nued ••• > 
' 
' I • TEST~ OTU • 
• 
-. , 113 114 115' 11~ 117 118 119 120 121 122 123 124 
\ 41 -~ + + , + + + 
42 - + . + 
. , 
.43 + + 
44. + 
45 ... + .+ + + + 
,46 _, - + + 
47 + . '+ - + 
-
. . 
48 ·- + + -
49 + + " 
50 + ~ + 
51. +-- - + ~ " 
'52 
-
+ + .. 
53 + + .... + + 
54 + + 
55 - + + - + 
56 + + 
57' 
- . - + + + + 58 - \ -
59 ... 
60 
- + + + + + 
61 + + + + . + 
62 t + + 
.. , 63 + + + + · + + + + 
64 + + _+ + + ,+ ' ..... . -
65 ~ + + + + + + + _ ... + 
.66 -. 
- + + + + ~ 
·I 67 ..... + + +" ........ + + + ' .. 68 + + + + + + ·+ . ~ 69 + + + -· 
70 +r + + + - + 
\ 71 +- + + + + ..,- + 72 + + + + + 
\ 73 • + + + + + + + 74 +' . ~ + + + + + + ' - . . 75 ._ -+ + + - + 76 
·- + + _ + + \ 77 . - + + + . ..+ +" ~- • 





\ -. , \ ' ' . 






\.: ' ...... ·:· 







































· .. ' 
' ' f 




Table 3 (continued ••• ) 
TEST • 



























+ + + + 
+ + + + 
+ + + + 
~ 
+ + +. 
~ ..; ~ 
+· + + + 
+ + + + 
.·. 




+ + . , ... 
+ + '+ 
+ .• - . 
+ 
.. + + 
+ + 
-·· 
.· ' . l ~ • • • f •• ; • • • • 
. . . 
+ +. + 
+ + + + 
,+ + - + 
- - -
+ + + + 
+ +. + 
+ + + 
+ + + 
+ + + 






































. ... 'l' 
o ' ~ f I ' ' 
'I 












125 126 127 128 129 130 131 133 134 135 
1 + .... '+ + 
2 + + + + + + + 
3 + + + + 
... 4 
- + + .+ + + +' + 
5 .- + + + + + 
6 ~ + + + ....... ' 
7 + + ' + ~ + + + ·+ ... 
8 + + + - + + + + 
9 + + + + + + + 
10 + + +' ..:. + + + + 
11 + + + + + + . + + + 
12 + - +, + + + + + +· + 
13 + + + + + + + 
14 + + + + + + + 
15 + + + + + + + +. 
16 + + + + + + + + 
17 + + + + + + + '+ + 
-.... 18 + + + + + + + + 
19 + + + + - - + + + + 
20 + + + + + + + + 
21 + + + + + 
22 .- + ·+ + + + 
23 + + ·~ + + + + • 
24 + ·+ + + + + 
~ 25 + j + + + 
' 26 + 
·-
·+'. ! + +. + 
27 + + + + + + ' + 
28 + + + - + + '+ + + 
29 + 
30 + + ~ ~-- -. 
31 + ·+ + + + + 
32 + ·- + + + 
33 + + 
"' 34 + + + + I 35 + + + + + + 
.... 
+ 
36 + + + + + + + 
37 + + + + 
38 + + + + + ., + + 





. . .~· . •, 
v:~ . "=· .- , I • o , I .. 
• .. ·.f 
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Table 3 (continued ••• ) l-
' 
-OTU TEST t 
I 
125 126 127 128 129~ 130 131 132 ~33 1;34 135 
~ 
,., 
' 41 + + + +· + 
42 + + + + + + + 
'43 + + + ' . + + + + 
44 + --:.,.... _......... ·:.· ·+ + +· + . 
45 + + ..... + 
. I A'6 + +. + + + + •• 
47 ' + +· + + + + + 
48 + + ·+ + + ' + + 
49 + + + + + + + 
50 + ? + ... + ... + + + 51 + + + + + +" .. 52 + + + + + 
53 + + - + 
54 + ... + + + + + 
55 + + + + + + + 
56 + + 
. 
+ + . + + + -~ 
57 +. + + ' +,. + + 
58 -+ · + + + + 
59 + + + + 
60 + + + + + + 
61 + + + + + + + + 
62 + + + ... + + J 63 • + + + + + + 
64 + + + ·+ + + + " 65 + + t + + + .+ + +· .. ·()6 + + + + .+ + + 
67 + + + + + + + + 
"" 68 + + +. + + + + \~· 69 ' + + + + - + +::- + 
70 .. ·--+ + + + + • t +. 
71 + + + + + + + + ... , /'·. ~-72 .... + + + + + + : + + + ,r "" ;. 
. .• 73 + + + + + ·+ + + 
74 !- ·+ '+ + + + 75 + ' + + + .+ + , I. 
. 76'--.,. - + + + + + + 
77 ·.+ + + + + + - + + • 78 + + ·+· + + + 
79 
- + \ ;,-




. .. 1, 
0 
' . 




.. ' ' .. 
" . 
.,. 






Tab!"e 3 (COlltinued ••• ) 
•' 
' • . OTU TEST t 
-·. ' . t -~ ,/, 125 126 127 -128 129 130 ."131 132 133 1j4 135 
81'· + + + / + + + 
·82 - / .- - - + .. 83 . J . - + + 
-· 84 + + + ... + + .. -
.... 85 + .+ +' + + ·+ 
86 + . ~--
87 
- + + .. 
88 + + 
' . 89 ' .. ..;. - + 
90 + 
91 + + + J 92 . + ,.. 
- + + 
93 of + + ~ + + + + + I 94 + + + + + + + + 95 + + + + + + + + 
96 + -- - + + + 
91 - +. + + + + 
98 ., + + 
99 + + +· + + ,.+- + + . \..., 
. . 100 +' + + + + + + 
101 + + .. 
~~ + + • + + . + + + 
104 + + + 
,, 105 + + + 
106 + + + + 
-
+ + + 
107 + + + + + + + 
108 
- - + . + 
109 + + ...: . '+ 
110 + + + 
. .---:-- 111 + + + + + + + + 
112 "+ + + .--.---- ~:,. 
113 + . - + ·+ + 
114 + 
I' 
+ r- + · + + 

































\ .. , 




Table 1. List of li4 binary tests with corresponding 
test number used for analyses of both 
fermentative and non-fermentative OTU. 
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• • 
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' Table 1 eoDtin.ued ••• 
- . 
. -
Test number . Test 











. ' ~ 
49 ETH~OL . · · 
50 . FERUENTATION 
. 
. 51· . FORMK'TE 
• 
.  
. . ' 
' 
. . . 






-, r . 
.. 
. . - -~-. ·'\ G~CEROL ",.; . --- · . .; 
\ .1) 
'55 ·. GLYCINE 
'. 56\GLXCO~ATE 
57 GLYCO~HOLATE' 
58 HEPTANOATE "• 
' -
59 . · HIPPURINATE 
·. 






.61 . INULIN 
' • 62 ISOBUTYRATE 
• 63 
. __...,s .. 
ISOPRPANOL ~ .... 
64 ~ISOV~~TE. ' 
65 : · I~ACONATE ··. 
4 · . . 
' ;r 








I 0 ' 
' 











... \ ~ ·.... . . . . : .. 
' ,\_.:~., . ,. . . . . ' ~ .. ·.. 
. .I .- ,;- . • j . • .: 
0 \J ' I , , I I '.· 
' ' I 













· / ' ~ 
. . ,J, 



















' ' • •: I . 
' ~-/~ '.> ~-
~( 
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' Table 1 continued '-... .... 
Test number Test ~ 
'• ~ 
-------~----~----------------------------- ' j . i • • 
66 KYNURENATE 





. 68 L-MANDELATE ... . _ -. 
69 L-(+)-TARTRATE 
l· 70 L-ALANINE i .~ 
-
~ 
' 71 DL-CITRULLINE 
,1. , 












..;:::--: ·L~IsOr;fiJciNE ' ' • 7,4 
... 
75 L-LEUCINE •. · \. . :-~ 
• .. 
~ 0 ..
16 - ~":'LYSINE 
.. ' • 
• 77 I • L-MALATE.-
.. 
. 78 L-·PHENYLALANINE • __ , •... :, 
79 DL-ORNITHINE ·~ 
... 





. L-THEORINE ... 
~· -)I 
I 83 -L-TRYPTOPBAN , I , . 
. · a4~C~E, ·· 
.. -~ . 1 
' · 
85 LAMAR"iNASf: ' ' 
' -
>; 
" ;' ~ . ' t 
.. 
0 ~ Q .. r -----.. \ ~ 
~ 










' ' "' 
.~ 
· ~ ~ . _, , ... b • ~& 
.. 
.. , .. ·) ' 
t,l '· • ' . · -~  {? I . ' " 
. r 
· ' ' ' 
.) 
" 

























86 , MALONATE 
87 M-H~ROXYBENZOATE· 
. ~ 
88 MALTOSE ..t 
8, MELEATE 
90 MESO-TARTRATE 
- 91 f1QCATE 
-
.. I 92 N-ACETYt-D-GLUCONATE. "' 
93 N-BUTANOL 
94 · ·.NIACINJ\MIDE 
95 NICOTINAT~ \ . . · 
( 
·l 
It 96 1 PELARGONATE ., , y 
" .. 
97 OXALATE ;: 
~ 








103 ~ -~"RION, 
I • ~ 104 · PUTRESCINE 
.,Jf • 
' * lOS .- PYRUVATE 




' t . , • .. 































-Table 1 continued 









' 109 AMYLASE 
110 SUBERATE 
1l1 SEBACATE 






































































LD9012 · -\ LD9067 
7744 
:·; 
29985 '--\. -+: 
25916 ·"' -
25917 + 


















. . a 
9 









































-.J~ - + ..; 





-· + - ·-..... + .... t-
+. + .... + + 
- '+ - ·+ - ~ -
+ 
t 
~ _ .. 
+ 
... 





""! + -r" 
.I I -· 
- 7f -
- + - . .J + • 
• 
-. 
- + + • 
+ I + 
.,. :i- ~ + 
+ - + \ i \ - - - -: + .-
-· + -
-'-- + + 
...... 
• 
i + .. - .. - + -., + + 
- ... - + ... + 
+ .. ' + 
+ + - -





- - -· ~ 
-~ .. 
• 
" " , . 
. 












I Table- 2 <continued ••• > 
J 





.. 1 2 3 4 s ... -· 6 7 8 9 10 ll 1~\: 14 15' 1 ., 21 + 
22 + -
~ 23 "i - + -\- - - - ":' -24 + 
25 ... + = ~z ;;= 26 
' 
+ - - - ..,... _ -
')-
I 
'27 + ,+ .. 
•• 
. ~8 + + 
• . . 1 - + + j. 
32 / . . 
-





36 + + ,... ~ 37 . . ' • ·, - ~ f 38 + + 
59 , - c . ., 
66 .... + + + + + .+ 
67 + -. .1 + + + + 
71 ~ + ... - -. 
•  
11) + ... 
~ 80 + .. • 81 + -\ + + + 
.. 83" 
.... 84 ~ + -,..-~ + -
. + ,~ 
85 + + ' · + . + - . 
86 -







89 + " ... _., 
- -
"' ."" 90 - ~ 
92 .. 
-· -. 93 - + + + - '+ + ., + + + + '+ ·~ 
94 + -... + + + + + + + + + 
95' + + +~ + + ·+ + + • 
- ' 
. 97 + + ' .. - + - + + + 
91 +t.- + + + ~ .. + + ... + + + 
. 100 + . - + + + + + + + ,... + , 
f' 101 -
. - 111 +· + + - -
' I 




-· + -. 




-t I ' 
... . 







' ·;.\ ., 
--
- ' 







BRN21 ·+ + 
BRN4f 
BRN93 +'' + 
BJU199 + + 
BRN115 ·+ + 
./' 












·. .. ; ' 
,. ' ' 
' ; 
• ~ ~ ' ;• I. • I , 
-159-
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(continued • • • ) 
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9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
+ 
- + :; + 



















'j ~ Table 2 <continued ••• > l 
OTU TEST I 
' •• 
' 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29\'30 ' . ~. LDC75 
-
.... 
- + - + + + + + + 
~ 
LD9555 - . +.1 . - ' + ' - + + +· + + + 
17.802 - - .f. - + + .... + _, - ·+ 
29570 + + - ... + .+ + . - - + + 
3346.6 ' + • + - + . + + + + + + 
i2588 + + + 9012 - . - - - + -. , .. 
' .. 9067 
- - · 
77 44'• + - + + - - ' - - • 29985 + .,. i- + 
25916 + + - +; + of: ' ... + . - -
25917 + + '· - + + + + - + . 
25919· + · - + - + + + - + .. • 
"25920 + - + - + + - + 
' 27043 + - +. + \ + + + + . 
. LD9013 ~ - + - +. + - \ - - '- - ( ' 
E14048 + . - + - + - + + + ~ - - . - + + 
LD957,.._ + - + - + - + + +/- . - - + 
t 
, El9264 ', + + ...... ' + - + + + - + 
- 177 49 ' '- ·+ + + + - - -• ;l 33125 
-· - -· 
~'":" 
-
LD758B ! / +: 
. 
- ,_ + . - - + _,. ... -\ 
' 1 -~ + + - - -· + 3 
...... 
. + + + 
4 
- + -. + + + + 







+ +· + -
' 8 
- ·- - + +'· + i 
9 + + + -
10. - ... + - + + + 
12. + - + + + 
13 + - ; .&. + + -
\- 14 + - + - + - : ,.. 
·=/+ +· 15 + ' ·- ... + · + + + 16: + + - + - + + + L.. + + 
-= 17 + 
' 
+ +' - -+: +· ,..._ + t + 
' 
' 18 ~ + _:- + + .+ + +•+ 
.l'9 + 
-
+ - ,+ + · + + . + 
• 20 l' + + - + - + + + + ' t · 
.. 
• 




· .. • ~-
.. 
\ ' . : t l' '· ·.·-.\ 
~~ ':l~':. .-~; ; r, 
,,-.• 
. 1f1 • 
-16!-
' 




Table.~ (continued .••• ) 
.- OTU 
'lilt TEST • 
• 20 21, 22 . 16 17 18 19 23 24 25. 26 27 28 29 3~ .-
21 + + - + + + 22 .. •· 
- + ,+ + +· + 
'23 + - -+ - + + + 
24 + + '+ +. :..-- '19 · + 
25• + .+ - + + .+ + . • I 
26 + + - + + -· + + 
2"J + -. ,_ '+ + · - + + -
., . 28 + + " + + . - + + 
31 + + + + + + + +. ' 32 + + 
-· 
·+ +· • 
36 - . ... + + + + + ~ + -
,, 37 + '+ + - + + - . - + 38 + -: + - + + + + + 
59 + + + 
66 + - · + -- - + + 
67 +. + - + + + + + .... . + + + 




80 .- + 
.... 
81 + + - + + + + + + 
83 
84 + + + + + + + + ... + 
85 + + . +· + + + + + + + + 
\ 86 r-" - _,.. 87 '.: + -, -· -88 . ·' ' ' "-. 1 .. 
"""' 
- - '\ 
89 + \;. _, <{ . 90 - - ... -~ \ + .
.. 92 \r+ ~ 
' 93 :t-+ + + + + + ' + + + + + + + + + 
94 r+ + + + + + + + + + + +· + + ., 
<l 95 + + + .+ + + + + + + + + + + ... ....... + 
• 97 + ...; + -+ +' + + + 
•/ t1 
- - + + + 
99 + + + '+ + + + + + + + + + t+. + 
100 +' f+ + t + + · + + + + + + ' .. + t· 101 + + + -
• 111 • '+ , . + + + + + - + + + + 
112 + .+. + + + + 
-· 
.. 
113 +· - + + + .. + t 








,,., .... . iJ· 
.,- -- ~ 
' 
}, :....,. 1. · 






Table 2 Cconti~ed ••• > 
I 
' OTU TEST t 
• 
. ~ 
·r- 16 17 18 19 20 21 '22 23 
' . B~N21 + + ,.. + + 
.. BRN44 -:• • + + + + 
BRN93 + - ""' + 
. BRN99 + ~ + - - +' 
: BRN115 + - + + 
. ~ 
\ 
>: ~ .. • 






..: ,..._. / ........ ~ .... -, ,. 
J , 
...... 








24 25 26 
















I ( ) 
27 28 29 30 
- · + -
- . + ·+ -· 
+ + -




















.. : . {'; · , 
• ,.l._ 
~~~·.>:· ;, .. 
~ . ; ·: 
' · . 
-163- . 
\\ 
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Table 2 <continued .•• > 
r J 
' 
OTU TEST I .. 
• 
- -- -
31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 ' 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 
l LDC75 + - ~ + + + + + LD9555 + · + + + + ' - + + + + 
"\._, 17802 + + - + 
29570 + + 
f 
+ + + + + 
... - 33 .6.6 + + + + + + + + + + 
LD~s.~8•- ·- . . - . -. ·:· - + + ., 
.LD9012 - :.. + + ··- -
LD9067. .. 
- - ·-
-: • . 
'-- 7744 ~ _..-..r: - + . - ,./ 
-c 
29985 
- - - .- + 
25916 + - + + + + - + '+ 
25917 + .. + + + + + + + 
25919 + + + + + + -· + + 
25920 + + + + + + 
27043 \ + + + + + + + + _, + +· + 
LD9013 + + • 
El4048 + + + + + + + + + + 
LD9578 ' ' +· + + + + + + + + + .. . 
E19264· 




LD7588 1: + 1 - .. - ~ - - .,.. 
3 ' 
_ ...
+ - ?a-: + 
~· 4 - - + + + + + 




~ + ... - · f , + .... . ... 
"'I 7 + + +. + + + · 
' a - ,..... +· '·· - + + + ' + + 
- 9 - 4+ -~ ·+ - . ... + + + 
10 + + - + + + ·+ .. 
12 . f + ·- - + + + + 
13 ,_ 
- + ""' + + +' + 
14 + + + + + +. 
15 + - + + + + +. + 
16 + ":"' + + + + + + + + 
• . 17 - v ~ + + ,+ + + + + + .. .. 
.. 18 + +. .:... + + + ' - + + ... -~ 19 ' ·. + + + + - + T 
20 + ' -·· + + + ... + + + 
.. 




, . ' ,. 
' ·. 
; : -
• .... .. 
" 
·· · · · l ' 
:; ~ .. ~ . ~· 
' ' ' 
• ' . ~ 




































Table 2 <continued ••• ) 
~ . 
TEST t 
"31 32 . 33 3,4 
. + - - + 
35 ' 36 ~1 3~ ~~ · ~o 41 42 
·:r + .·+ + + ~ - ·-: 4- t~ · . ... ~ - {.i.. .. +' 
+. ··+ . ~- "+ 












.· .. . . ,• '; .. . 
.. ~ . ·,( .·~.~. 
o •• '• :,, ' o J
1
1
• \ I 
+ . 




- -. + 
.. 
I • 






,,, . . 






,, . ''··. 
~ .. 
43 44 
•. ,-· + 































- - - • lJ/11 , 
~ . ·. -
. ~ .· 
l ,. 
,, I 
··· ~ ..... 
. \' 
-.9 










































































' TEST t 
~ 
















. ... ' 
.. . -
· 4 - .,. 
+ 
+ 
. . + - -
-· ·-




+ .. _ 
+ - ~ -
... . o-- ,-
+ -. + 





+ . .l. + 
+ + 







+ + ..... + 

























+ ... ~ + 
+ 
+ 
..: . + 










- ... if'i + + + +' +. - . - + 'f. 
+ + 
























+ + +". +· 
i ..... + 
+ .... + 





+ . . ';. 
+ + 
~ . +. 
... 




+ + + 
-.. 
+• + 

















































·'-. , - ' 
. 























~. __ ... 
.. . 
. 
' .,.,. • ' . . . ~ I. 
t Tab1f<t ·· ccor.tinued·~ •• > • ·. ~ 




·."' ·. ' 
~· 
. ,_ 







.. . ·,... . 
so 'si' s2 s'3 ·: ~4 55 · 56 57 sa 59 ~ 




25 ... . -
. 26 . '"' + 
-27 • · -
·"'8 ·. • ~ -· . -
31 : · -
' 32 - . 
-~ 











.- .+ ... 
_. . ... 
- ~ +.. :- . -~ ' ~-
- + ' - . + + - ·-
.\+ + + + - + ·-




+ .. + -.-+ 
- . ~+. 







+ . + 
+ 








+ - + ... + ·+ 
+ .+ + + 
.,. + .. 
+ 
+ 
+ + ·- · 
+ 
-. '• . :-. + + 
























,· ·79 .• 
. 80 
'• -~ 
t · · ·al · · · · - ·+ · ·-
















~ ' II , 
. . . 














































·f + + ,+ + 
+ + + .. ~ 
-. t + + + :+ 
~ . t +. + ... '+ 
+ +• + 
+ + .+ 
+ - 'lo+' . + 






. +; + + + (·+ + 
. .. ·+ + + + + + 
... . - +. 
~- + ..... :f -+ + 
=~ --~ .- . ·: t· . : 
+ +· 
+ + :.. .+ + 
: ! :~·.·<~ + 
+ ~~ - - ·-"'" 
.+ . .. ' + ... ~· -
, . •· . 
... . BRN18 + ":' ' + t • 
- . 
_.: , - It . • \- . , + . ,; - \ -+ • 
-.)_. 1 ~ '-=---
' 
" i :· ' tiJ:-- ' . 
' ' ,. 
. 




l,. ' • 






+ -t .f. + 
+ "'i: * + 
r i:'-·: f 
4-
, :. 
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Table 2 Ccontlnued •• ,> 
OTU · TEST • 
• ' . 
. '.61'62 63 64 '65 66 67 68 69 70 
LDC7S ~ · + ..:. + 
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· ~able 2 (continued.).> 
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·OTU TEST • 
' • 
~"'. 
1 2 3 '"4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 . l.~ 13 14 15 
. 14393 ·. + + + + + + + 
27,135 + + +' + + • 
• .. ,27120 ' + + .+ + + ' 
.,2712'8_ - + 
·- + .... + 
8017 + .,. ·-,;....- . ... 
33492 - ._ -
29986 ', + ;[ '+ t 27130 + - . .,. -, + 
27133 . --- ~ ). + . - .- .+ + - -.......... _ ~ 27121 
- -
.· ,... 
2 _ __ ,- + + 
, 
. -. ·' -
.. 11 + + _; .. 
29 ,. + 
30 -. + . -
33 + +- .~ - + 
34 +-- + + + Jll + 1 35 + \ + +' 
39 -. .:. + + ... 
40 + :- + I ~ .. 
41 
-




43 ., _ .... + ·,- - 1 + -~ 44 ,. + - , + _ ..... _ 
'45 + -
• 46 ':" - .... + 
47 + + + 
48 
---
·+ - .· 
~.-9 +' ,_ + 
.so " . + - ~ .... 




.....__ 5~ -, 
-
+ 
" 54 + + ..... 
55 + ·- + 
'! 56 -' + -· + 
57 ·+· + 
58 ~-- : -
60 ~I. ·--4 · + + + + 








-. , · 
' \ 
"· 
Table 3 (continued ••• ) 
~ OTU TEST t 
I J , 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
63 + + + - + + + 
... 64 + + + + + i: 
• 
"'65 + .+ + + + + 
" 
.. 66 + of: + + + ~ ..., - . ·69 -· - + - + + +. + • 70 .- + - . - ---....... 
72 ' ·--------- -.. ..-":" - . - .'·+ + + . + + + + · + 
,73 
- +· . ·- - - +. - .+ + + + + + 
· , . ·---....._'~· . 
I • 
, ,_~. 
. 1 • + + + + + -...._ 
75 + + + 
• : 76·. + + +. + r + - + 
,. 
·~ 77 + + + + ;1 ' · / 78 + + + +/ + + 









- + + + 
10-l + + +, -
'108 .. + -. 
109 + 
. 
..) 110 + + + I I 114 + + + 115 + + + 
BRN67 + 'r + ":" 
BRN117 + ...: + 
BRN121 + + + + + ... --. 

















Table 3 (continued ••• > 
( 
'\' 
OTU TEST • t · 
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 2s 26 27 28 29 30 
1439j •"+ '· + - + - .+ + + + + + + 
27135 + + - + + + + + + 
27120 ·+ + -~ + + - + + - ~- 27128 + + . + + -
. 8017 + 
\ 33492 ,, _ ' + + :- - 1 29988 + + + + ' - + . ·+ + / ' 2.7 i30 + + + + + +. + -
-< 1... 27133 + + ..; + + + + - .-. - + 
·-
. 27121 ,. + + + +· - - . '\ . - + ..;. ' ' 
, 2 -· .- + + + +. 
11 + + + .;.. + + +' 
29· -. . - ... 
. , 
30 + + - I• + + - - :- '+ 
33 . +· + + + + + + 
34 + - + + + + +, + + + + + 
35 + + + + + . + + + + + 
39 + · + + "+ + + + + 
40 + + +. + + +t - +' + 
41 + + + + + ,+ + + 
..1' 42 + + - + + 
43 + + + 
-44 + - , + 
45 + + + + + + + + 
46 + + + + 
47 + - + + + + 
48 + .+ + - ,-
·49 + + - + + 
' 50 + + - + + 
·f 51 
- + - + + 
52 :.. + + _ , 
' 
- + 
53 ~ :- + + + -+ + -.. + + + 
54 + + - -~ ~ ... 
-
-55 + + - + 
56 + - + 
57 - ... \t 
58 l- + + 
60 + - + - + ,_ + + 
-~1 + + :- - + + + 







- ' ' 
' ., . . ' . 





Table 3 (continued ••• > \> 
OTU TEST t .. 
I ..;, 
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 3'0 ,.., 
63 + · I- .... + + + + + + + + + + + \ ' ~ 64 + ~ + + + + + + + + + + 
65 + + + + ' + + + + + + + .. ,, 
68 + +' +- - + + + + + + + + -69 + + +. - + ._t. -
.). .. 7Qo + + - + ' :... . . + .. -
-72 + + + + ~ + + -+ + + -. + + ' + 
73 + + + +· ...;. + + ... + . - 1 + + ' + 
• 74 +..,- /!t +. - I + + - , - -\is + . - · + + ..... - · + + 
- 76 + + + + ... + of' \ 
' 77 + - + - + +' + + + + . . 
.. 
.78 + + + + + + . + 
82 - .- + + 




-98 + + -,. - ' . 
102 .+ :-. 
10'4 .- + 
105 .,;;;;.. - - - - + - I 
106 + + - .• + + + + 
107 + + + + ' + .... 
lOB 
- ' - -: + + + + + -: + 1109 +_+ + + + + + + - ·· -
110 +' + +. - + + + + + 
114 + + + +. - +' + + + 
115 + + + + + + ' - ".+ 
BRN67 + ~ - ·+ . + 
BRN117 - . + + + + ..::.. + · + + 
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TEST t 






8017 ... -- -
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29988 ' + 
+ 




















- ' -. ' 
.... ' + + +\ - + 
- · + · + + + 
+ +~ rf"·+ 
-· + + ~- + 
-:. + + .· - -
- -+ ·- ·-f; 





















+ ' +-. - . 
- . + . +· 





34 + + 
,35 + + 
39 .. -
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+ - · + 
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31 32 33 3~ 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 
63 + + + + + + + . + + - + t 
64 ~ + + + ·+ +· ~ ~ + + + + ~ + 
65 + + · - + + + +. + +. + + + +. 
. 6 8 .. + + + + + ' - + + + ..:,.::::;---+ + . 
6 9 t - + . - : + + ----: + + + + 
70 / ~· - + .- + + 
72. / + + + + + + - + - ·. - + + 
73 / , ·t . . + +. + . + + . + ,.... + + + + 
74 . + + + + + + .+, + + /"... 
75 . . + + ~ + + + + + + 
76 + + ~. + + + + + + + " + ·+ + 
77 + + --·...,; + + + 1 + + + ·+ + 
78 .. + + + + + ' + + + '+ + + + 
82 + + 








· 102 - - - - _ - - - - . - - ...:. r - ·- - · . · 
--·· .. ---~.:.-- --=- --=---· · -::-___ -:-___ -___ ~~ --~ .. ---~ --=-- .. ~-=-y?----=---=--- -=- ----------·-· -
· 106 : : ~ ~ : . ~ ~ ~ : c~~\~ ~ : ~ : _ -----~ 
107 + .. - + + + + ---- - --
·-108 + ' .. + + + . + + + + .. _ 
109 + . +. - + + + + + . + 
llO ·- + + + + ~~ + + + + 
114 + + + + ~ + + +·- + .+ 
115. + + + + + + + + \ 
BRN6'7 ~ - - - + ·. - + . + 
BRNl:-1 7 .f. . +. + + + + + + + + + + 
BRN121- + +~ + + - · + + + + + 
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Table 3 (continued ••• > 
oft" . ~ 
,/ OTU/ TEST t 
t 
. J 46 .47 48 , 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 
14393 + . - + . - + + + + + + + + 
27135 + + 
-· - + + +~ 
•27120 + 
-
+ + ~ -=\! 27128 + + + ..:.. 801,7 + + ... -
: ··= : ~ - l - ~ ,33 ~92 
_· 29988 + ... + + + +. . - ·- . -
27130 .+ + - + + -· r - .-' 27 J.33 + + + + + 
-
.. 
27121 ~ +· +.--+ + - ..;. 
2. + + + + + - .+ + -.. ___ 
' •• 11 • +,UI-• + - ·- + + + + + + 
t29 I• -. ~ -I ' 30 + - - + 
. !· 33 ---· + + + + + + --:· 
-r .. 
\. 34 .... + + +· + + + + + 
35 • • ? -0 + + + + + + + + + -
39 
-
. + + + + 
. ----- 40--- -~ ~~---+--- - - -- - - + + - -~+ 
41 - ... + + + + + .... ..;. + 
- --
42 +· - ~ + + 
43 + + + -jA-
- - ( I 44 + + + 
45 ' + + .+ + . ' -. + 
46 + ..., 
47 + + + + + "+ 
. 
• 4-8 + ... + + .. 
fa + + + ... . - ~ 
- +, i' - --L ~ 
51 + - · . +- + - -
52 + .:. + + + -· 
53 + + + + ·- ·+ + .. 
54 + ~ -P + + --~-55 -. - + + '+ .\ ~ - -
56 _.; + + . • + + + 
57 • + 
, . 
... - ? 
- + - - . - + + • 58 + + + 
-be>' . + + + + + + + + .. + -
, 61 .... + + + + +· +'' + + + .' -
. t . - 62 + +· +. ·+ + • .{" ,. 
\, . . > 
' .. 
'V 
\,_, • ~ 
. "-. 
·--
. I. ; 
i . . . . .. '. . .. ~ : : • 
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Table 3· (continued ••• ) 
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+ + 
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'106 ' - + + - ,_ + + + 
107 /' - + - . + 
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\-~ I .. ) . . Table 3 <continued· ••• > I 
OTU TEST I • 
t 
5n 92 93 94 ~-5 96 97 98 99 100 101 l,02 103· 104 -1.05 
• I . ... 
' 14393 + + "::" +\ - ..: -- - + ' +. + + + \ 27135 + - ':"' ,.... - =--- -r- + + +· + 
.27120 ' + + + + + 
•• d 27128 + + + + 
801.7 + - .r 
-· + 





' · 1+ 
-
27.130 I + " f : + · .. . .:.. 
- + ·- t., . 
• 27133 + + - + + - , .. ~ - + 
:J 271·21 + -< -.. 
-
+ .-
., 2 + ... + + . . 
,I 9 +. 
.. 
+ 11 --~-- - + - '• 
29 - ·- ... . 30" + ... -- - -' + + + + 
33 + "':' + + + + 
34 + + .:I. + + + 
35 + ~ - + "::" ' + + + ~ 39 r- .- + + + . ) 
40 . .;.. ~ 
·+ + + 
... 
41 + + + 
.+. 
I 42 - .. ,- + ·- +' . 
413 - ··- ..;. + + . .. ~ 
• 
_'4).4 I - + 
45 + 
--




+ , + 
. 
47 
- - + + 
48 ~ + - + · .# 
. ' 
.. 
49 ~ .- + + I 
' 50 +' + 
51 + • + 
52 -J + -. + 
53 + - + + + \ + \ · . 
. ' 54 
-
. - + + 
'-
. 
55 + .... . + .... -Q-
56 i: + •,, 
57 + + .., ...... + + + 
58 + - ·f ·1 . 
60 + + - + ~ ' + + + .. + , .... 61 / · +...::> . + ' + + + +, + + I I 62 
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Table 3 (continued ••• ) 
OTU. · 'rEST t 
I 
106 107 108 109 110 ;1.11 112 113 114 
"63 + + + + + + + 
64 + + + + + + 
65 + + + + + + + "' . 
' \ 68 + + + + + ·+ + 
--._/ 
·69 + + + + + 
70 ·+ + + + 
72 + + + + + 
73 + ·+ - • + + + 
74 ·+ + +- + + 
•75 :- - + + 
76 + . + + 
77 ~ + ' .+ + + 
.78 + + ·+ \ -
82 
91 







106 + + + + + 
107 + + + + 
10"8 "' + + + 
109 - + --- + + + 
110 ' + + + 
114 . - + + + + 
115 + + · + + + 
BRN67 + + 
BRNJJ. 7 + + + + 
BRN121 + + + + + 
BRN133 + + + + + 
. , . . 
+ 
.· . 




